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2017-20 Plan Summary
The Story
Describe the students and community and how the LEA serves them.

Introduction:
The Keyes Union School District is comprised of three schools, Keyes Elementary School, Barbara
Spratling Middle School, and Keyes to Learning Charter School. For the purposes of our Local
Control Accountability Plan (LCAP), this plan is for Keyes Elementary School and Barbara Spratling
Middle School. Keyes to Learning Charter School serves students TK through 12th grade and
creates their own LCAP.
Our District Purpose, Vision and Mission statements are: Purpose: We make a positive difference
in the lives of students, families, staff, and the community; Mission: We provide exceptional
educational experiences for students, families, staff, and the community and build an organization
where all are inspired to be leaders and committed to life-long learning; Vision: We serve children
and develop leaders.
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Each site enrollment at the end of the 2018-2019 school year was: 540 at Keyes Elementary
School, 240 at Barbara Spratling Middle School, and 335 at Keyes to Learning Charter School. Our
District serves the Keyes community as well as parts of Ceres, Hughson, and Turlock. Specific
Information about schools within the District follows:
Keyes Head Start Program and Keyes State Preschool Program (PreK) 88 for Head Start and 40 for
State Pre-school
Keyes School District has both a Head Start Program and State Preschool Program to service
infants through pre-kindergarten students. Enrollment in the combined programs is approximately
130 students.
Keyes Elementary School (TK-5)
Keyes Elementary School is a K-5 school founded in 1905 and located in the unincorporated
community of Keyes in Stanislaus County, between Ceres and Turlock. The current population of
Keyes is approximately 5,600 and has a diverse cultural and ethnic base including Hispanic, Hmong,
Assyrian, White and Portuguese. Approximately 50% of the students of Keyes Elementary School
are English Learners, and 100% of the students receive free and reduced lunch. Keyes Elementary
School services approximately 540 students in grades K through 5 and is located at 4400 Maud
Avenue in Keyes, California. Keyes Elementary School is a Title 1 school. The school's mission of
developing leaders, one child at a time is manifested through a demanding curriculum taught by
dedicated professional educators who are committed to educating leaders for the 21st century. We
accomplish this mission by first providing a learning environment that fosters the acquisition of
sound academic skills based on high expectations of all students. Secondly, by providing a safe,
nurturing, yet challenging environment, we support students as they learn to be good decision
makers, develop respect for themselves and others, and grow as mentally, emotionally, and
physically healthy individuals. Keyes Elementary believes that teaching the 7 habits of highly
effective people to our children early, will give them an advantage as they go through school,
graduate and enter the job market.
Student Enrollment in percentage of total enrollment by Groups from the 2018-19 Data Quest:
Black or African American - .2
American Indian or Alaska Native -.0.0
Asian - 4.2
Filipino - .2
Hispanic or Latino - 81.3
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander - 0
White - 12.78
Two or More Races - 0.5
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged - 93.65
English Learners - 52.7
Foster Youth - 0.36
Students with Disabilities - 12.68
Barbara Spratling Middle School (6-8)
The school is located in the unincorporated community of Keyes in Stanislaus County, between
Ceres and Turlock. The current population of Keyes is approximately 5,600 and has a diverse
cultural and ethnic base including Hispanic, Hmong, Assyrian, White and Portuguese. The middle
school has approximately 35% English Learners. The Keyes Union School District is committed to
quality education for all students. In partnership with the home and community, we promote student
success through academic excellence and a positive, safe learning environment. Each student will
demonstrate self-confidence, community pride, and the skills to become a responsible citizen.
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Spratling Middle School services approximately 240 students in grades 6-8. The mission of Spratling
Middle school is to empower and inspire all students to apply the knowledge, skills and attitudes
necessary to become creative problem solvers, to achieve personal success and to contribute
responsibly to our diverse and dynamic world. As a staff, we will work collaboratively with parents,
students and the community to maintain a positive and safe environment that contributes to the total
development of each Spratling Middle School student, helping them on their journey to become
college and career ready.
Student Enrollment in percentage of total enrollment by Groups from the 2018-19 Data Quest:
Black or African American - 0
American Indian or Alaska Native - 0.4
Asian - 2.9
Filipino - 0
Hispanic or Latino - 80.9
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander - 0
White - 16.18
Two or More Races - 0
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged - 99.1
English Learners - 33.19
Foster Youth - 1.2
Students with Disabilities - 14.1
Keyes to Learning Charter School (TK-12)
Keyes to Learning Charter School, affectionately known as KTL, is one of the longest running
Charter Schools in California. Established in 1995 as the 85th California charter school, its initial
program was independent study home school grades K-8. Today, KTL offers a selection of
educational program choices for grades TK-12.
KTL Educational Philosophy:
1, Using the Core Knowledge Sequence® students should acquire basic liberal arts content
knowledge early and in so doing create a strong foundation for thinking and learning.
2. Parents play an essential role in their children’s education.
3. Communication between the home and school is ongoing and an integral part of the learning
environment.
4. Parent input is valued, promoted, and acknowledged.
5. Education is a lifelong process.
KTL Mission Statement: Keyes to Learning Charter School, working in partnership with families and
the community, will provide each student in transitional kindergarten through twelfth grade with the
materials, expertise and opportunities needed to be a productive citizen and lifelong learner. This will
be accomplished by offering individualized attention in one-on-one and small class settings using
high quality academic resources. KTL Vision Statement: Keyes to Learning Charter School,
recognizing that children achieve best when parents are actively involved in the learning process,
will provide families of kindergarten through twelfth grade students with the materials, expertise, and
opportunities needed for a quality education and success in the 21st century.
Student Enrollment in percentage of total enrollment by Groups from the 2018-19 Data Quest:
Black or African American - 0.27
American Indian or Alaska Native - .27
Asian - 1.38
Filipino - 0
Hispanic or Latino - 25.76
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander - 0.55
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White - 70.3
Two or More Races - 1.38
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged - 30.0
English Learners - 1.9
Foster Youth - 0.27
Students with Disabilities - 2.77

LCAP Highlights
Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.

The Keyes Union School District LCAP continues to have three goals that focus on the three
central areas of the State's 8 Priorities: Conditions of Learning, Pupil Outcomes, and Engagement.
Each goal has anywhere from three to five actions with several sub-actions addressed to help meet
our goals. These were developed collaboratively with all stakeholders during the life of the plan.
The goals were agreed upon by all stakeholders as being the most crucial to address in supporting
all students.
Goal 1 addresses Conditions of Learning which includes the implementation of Common Core and
ELD Standards, maintaining highly qualified staff, providing access to technology for students and
staff, increasing course of study, and maintaining facilities in good repair.
Goal 2 addresses Pupil Outcomes which includes positive teacher interactions with students,
increasing support services for students, meeting the needs of our English Learners, and improving
our formative and benchmark assessments.
Goal 3 addresses Engagement which includes increased opportunities for parents to be involved
and participate, more opportunities for student engagement and participation, and provide a
positive culture where students can thrive.
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Review of Performance
Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
California School Dashboard, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, or
other information, what progress is the LEA most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build
upon that success? This may include identifying any specific examples of how past increases or improvements
in services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth have led to improved performance for
these students.

Greatest Progress
We experienced progress in a number of areas. The areas of progress are noted here. The first
area is Math. Based on the California School Dashboard (see chart below) the 5x5 grid detailed
report shows that all White subgroup maintained; All Students, English Learners, Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged, and Hispanic or Latino, EL-EL Only, and EL- Reclassified Only subgroups all
increased; and Students with Disabilities Increased significantly.
The second area of progress is completing our one to one technology initiative, and providing
ongoing staff development in integrating technology into daily instruction. We also experienced
growth in the area of math as demonstrated in the implementation of i-Ready diagnostic and
instruction. Students also greatly improved in most grade levels in reading as demonstrated by
beginning and end of year diagnostics.
We have also decreased the number of grade level retention's. We have increased the number of
reclassified students. We have provided greater access for students to participate in intervention
and after school programs.
We have improved facilities with new roofing, landscaping, replacement of playground areas,
classroom furniture purchased and continued purchase of supplemental materials. Staff
development and instructional support in the areas of ELA, ELD, Math, Science, Technology and
Social Emotional and Behavioral training for staff. Some staff were also trained in the PROACT
restraint training as well as Registered Behavior Technician training.
Additional support staff were hired to support in intervention and to better support our growing
special education population.
We implemented and supported through professional development a new Sate adopted ELA and
ELD program called Benchmark Advanced and continue to develop ELA/ELD Curriculum in
collaboration with Stanislaus County Office of Education in grades 6-8.
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We continued to engage with SCOE for professional development support in the areas of
mathematics, ELA, ELD, Science, Technology and Social Emotional behavioral support. We also
continued to develop in the areas of school vision, academic success, and school culture. We
continue to successfully identify our strengths, weaknesses and progress towards meeting our
goals.

Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator or local performance indicator for
which overall performance was in the “Red” or “Orange” performance category or where the LEA received a
“Not Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating. Additionally, identify any areas that the LEA has
determined need significant improvement based on review of local performance indicators or other local
indicators. What steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas with the greatest need for
improvement?

Greatest Needs
Our areas of greatest need are suspension rates and student engagement using the Status and
Change Report from the California School Dashboard. Our English Language Arts status is slowly
improving it remains at 25 points below level 3 and increased 5.7 points. Even though we have
made growth in the area of mathematics our status is still low at 43.2 points below level 3 with
change maintained at a positive 10.6 points.
Our special education population in the 2018-19 school year has increased by 10 percent over the
2017-18 school year. The district is working towards the implementation of additional curriculum to
support the literacy and math needs of our students with disabilities. We will also work on increasing
access to general education interventions and support.
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Referring to the California School Dashboard, identify any state indicator for which performance for any student
group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What steps is the LEA
planning to take to address these performance gaps?

Performance Gaps
Our area of concern remains our students with disabilities performing lower than our overall student
population. Our focus is on how to best serve students with disabilities by improving professional
development and increasing program services district wide. We do have our ELA, SWD's
performing 2 or more levels below all. We have however, continue to make steady growth progress
in ELA and Mathematics by all students.
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Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI) under the Every
Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts.

Schools Identified
Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.

As a district Keyes Union School District does not have any of our sites identified for comprehensive
support and improvement (CSI) under the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Support for Identified Schools
Describe how the LEA supported the identified schools in developing CSI plans that included a school-level
needs assessment, evidence-based interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be
addressed through the implementation of the CSI plan.

As a district Keyes Union School District does not have any of our sites identified for comprehensive
support and improvement (CSI) under the Every Student Succeeds Act.
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Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness
Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of the CSI plan to
support student and school improvement.

As a district Keyes Union School District does not have any of our sites identified for comprehensive
support and improvement (CSI) under the Every Student Succeeds Act.
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Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

X

X

X

I, II, III, IV, V, VII
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Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Common Core and ELD Standards implementation with sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials for all
students
2 – Maintain and hire highly qualified teachers and instructional staff
3 – Update technology infrastructure and devices, provide technology professional development and support
4 – Increase course of study
5 – Maintain facilities in good repair
6 – Instructional Rounds to monitor implementation and improvement in classrooms
7 – Additional support and materials
8 – Maintain computer labs and all technology

Goal 1: Keyes Union School District will provide Conditions of Learning that support a high quality and equitable education for all
students.

Goal 1

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19

Annual Update

4 – Increased and maintained course of study
5 – Facilities were maintained with good and or exemplary status

3 - Inventory of technology devices for students and staff

4 - All students have access to a broad course of study with programs and
services developed and provided to unduplicated pupils
4 - Programs and services developed and provided to individuals with
exceptional needs

5 – Facilities will be maintained with good and or exemplary status

4 – Increase or maintain course of study

3 – Maintain student access to technology and increase teacher use of
technology in the classroom

2 – Maintain percentage of staff appropriately assigned and fully
credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching.

18-19
1 – Continue to improve the implementation of standards, professional
development provided for new and current materials. Maintain 100% of
students have sufficient access to the standards-aligned materials as
monitored through the materials inventory.
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3 – Maintained student access to technology and increased teacher use of
technology in the classroom

2 - Teacher in the LEA are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in
the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching

5 - School facilities are maintained in good repair

2 – Maintained percentage of staff appropriately assigned and fully
credentialed in the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching.

1 – Continued to improve the implementation of standards, professional
development provided for new and current materials. Maintain 100% of
students have sufficient access to the standards-aligned materials as
monitored through the materials inventory.

Actual

Metric/Indicator
1 - Implementation of state board adopted academic content and
performance standards for all students
1- Every pupil in the school district has sufficient access to the standardsaligned instructional materials
1 - Programs and services will enable English learners to access the CCSS
and the ELD standards for purposes of gaining academic content
knowledge and English language proficiency

Expected

Annual Measurable Outcomes
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5 - Facilities were maintained in exemplary status as measured by our FIT
reports.

4 - The Master schedule at the elementary and middle school levels include
ELA/ELD, Math, Science, Social Studies, Health, and PE for all students
including English learners, low income, and foster youth. We currently do
not have courses for Visual and Performing Arts. Baseline for VAPA needs
to be established in 2017-18.
4 - The Master schedule at the elementary and middle school levels include
ELA/ELD, Math, Science, Social Studies, Health, and PE for all students
including individuals with exceptional needs.

3 - We have one to one chromebooks for students in 1st grade through 8th
grade. All teachers have a laptop, smartboard, projector, and document
camera.

2 - 100% of the teachers are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in
the subject area and for the pupils they are teaching.

Baseline
1 - Baseline needs to be determined for this. All teachers have had
professional develop for the ELA and Math standards, but need addition
time to implement more effectively.
1 - 100% of the students have sufficient access to instructional materials.
1 - All teachers have had training with the ELD standards as part of our
ELA/ELD professional development this year. All teachers participated in
Language Acquisition Training (ELD) on March 15, 2017. This will be
followed up during 2017-18 with ongoing training, coaching, and support for
teaching English learners across all content areas.

Expected

Actual

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

1. Common Core and ELD
Standards will be implemented
a. Monitor and adjustust plan as
needed
b. Professional development will
be conducted
c. Purchase Aligned materials and
resources NGSS/HSS Adoption

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

Actual
Actions/Services

1. Common Core and ELD
Standards are implemented
a. Monitor and adjust plan as
needed
b. Professional development
continues to be conducted
c. The purchasing of aligned
materials and resources
NGSS/HSS Adoption is being
piloted.

Actual
Actions/Services

11c2 - ELA/ELD Adoption
curriculum and materials and
NGSS/HSS 0001-0999:
Unrestricted: Locally Defined
Supplemental and Concentration
$0.00

11c2 - ELA/ELD Adoption
curriculum and materials and
NGSS/HSS 0001-0999:
Unrestricted: Locally Defined
Supplemental and Concentration
$350,000
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11c1 - NGSS/HSS Adoption
Committee 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$6,397

11c1 - NGSS/HSS Adoption
Committee 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$11,275

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

11b1 - Substitutes for
professional development 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $5,580

11b1 - Substitutes for
professional development 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $43,060

Budgeted
Expenditures

11b1 - Professional Development
in ELA/ELD/Math/Science
SS/Technology 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Title I, Title II,
Supplemental and Concentration,
and Educator Effectiveness
Funds $31,158

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

11b1 - Professional Development
in ELA/ELD/Math/Science
SS/Technology 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Title I, Title II, and
Supplemental and Concentration
$48,365

Budgeted
Expenditures

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

3 . Updated technology
infrastructure and devices
a. Converted computer lab to a
tech/library resource center with
computer lab capability and other
technology
b. Evaluated technology needs
and purchased additional
devices and applications for
student and staff use
c. Implemented a technology
replacement plan

3 . Update technology
infrastructure and devices
a. Maintain computer labs and all
technology
b. Evaluate technology needs and
purchased additional
devices and applications for
student and staff use
c. Implement technology
replacement plan

4. Increased course of study
a. Continued to maintain and
added new electives
at the middle school
b. Continued choir after school at
KES and SMS
c. Continued with additional
teachers at SMS

4. Increase course of study
a. Continue with additional
electives and added new electives
at the middle school
b. Continue choir after school at
KES and SMS
c. Continue with additional
teachers at SMS

14a1 - Additional Courses at
Spratling Middle School (STEAM
and other electives added) 40004999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$4,000

Budgeted
Expenditures

13c1 - Replace and upgrade
existing technology 4000-4999:
Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$59,000

13b1 - Purchase additional
technology (devices, applications,
supporting materials) for
student/classroom use 40004999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$35,000

Budgeted
Expenditures

12b1 - Human Resource staff to
monitor appropriate teacher
assignments and full credentials
through CBEDS and CalPADS
reports $0
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Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 4

Actual
Actions/Services

2. We have maintained and hired
highly qualified teachers and
instructional staffing.
a. Continued to maintain proper
course assignments
b. Continued to monitor for
appropriate assignments and
credentials (Clean Credential
Audit)

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 3

2. Maintain and hire highly
qualified teachers and instructional
staffing.
a. Maintain proper course
assignments
b. Monitor for appropriate
assignments and credentials

14a1 - Additional Courses at
Spratling Middle School (STEAM
and other electives added) 40004999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$0.00

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

13c1 - Replace and upgrade
existing technology 4000-4999:
Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$53,524

4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$22,448

13b1 - Purchase additional
technology (devices, applications,
supporting materials) for
student/classroom use

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

12b1 - Human Resource staff to
monitor appropriate teacher
assignments and full credentials
through CBEDS and CalPADS
reports $0.00

6. Improved process for informal
and formal observations to
increase feedback
and professional growth and
phased out instructional rounds

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 6

5. Maintain facilities in good
repair
a. Continue facilities inspection
committee and Facility Site
Visit Protocols
b. Continue to implement
maintenance plans for needed
repairs

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 5

16a1 - Instructional Rounds 50005999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$0.00

16a1 - Instructional Rounds
$0.00

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

15b1 - Deferred maintenance
projects - funds transferred to
deferred maintenance account
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$100,000

15b1 - Deferred maintenance
projects - funds transferred to
deferred maintenance account
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$110,000

Budgeted
Expenditures

15a1 - Continue with facilities
inspection committee and site
visit protocol, create plan for
needed repairs and
improvements $0.00

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

15a1 - Continue with facilities
inspection committee and site
visit protocol, create plan for
needed repairs and
improvements $0

Budgeted
Expenditures

14c1 - Continue with two
additional teachers at Spratling
Middle School 0001-0999:
Unrestricted: Locally Defined
Supplemental and Concentration
$205,351

14c1 - Continue with two
additional teachers at Spratling
Middle School 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$202,905
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6. Improved process for informal
and formal observations to
increase feedback and
professional growth. Completely
eliminated instructional rounds

Actual
Actions/Services

5. Maintained facilities in good
repair
a. Continued facilities inspection
committee and Facility Site
Visit Protocols
b. Continued to implement
maintenance plans for needed
repairs

Actual
Actions/Services

14b1 - Continue after school choir
four days a week (2 days at each
site) 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $2,139

14b1 - Continue after school choir
four days a week (2 days at each
site) 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $5,150

7. Provided additional support
,improved instruction by providing
additional supplementary materials
a. Continued to fund a
Curriculum/Instructional Support
Coordinator
b.Continued to Provide additional
support materials aligned with
standards
c. Continued to provide additional
teacher days for professional
development and planning

7. Provide additional support
,improve instruction by providing
additional materials
a. Curriculum/Instructional
Support Coordinator
b. Provide additional support
materials aligned with standards
c. Provide additional teacher days
for professional development and
planning

8. Implemented Library/media
center with computer lab
capabilities since all students have
Chromebooks.
a. Technology services and
support were used as needed

8. Maintained computer labs and
all technology
a. Technology service and
support were used as needed

17c1 - Continue with 183 work
days for teachers 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$66,708

17c1 - Continue with 183 work
days for teachers 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$66,708

18a1 - Contract with Data Path
for Technology Support and
Service 5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$96,000

18a1 - Contract with Data Path
for Technology Support and
Service 5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$92,736

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

17b1 - Purchase Books,
Materials, and Resources Aligned
with CCSS 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $1,984

17b1 - Purchase Books,
Materials, and Resources Aligned
with CCSS 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $9,000

Budgeted
Expenditures

17a1 - Curriculum Director /
Special Education Coordinator
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration + Special
Education $169,595

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

16a1 - Substitutes for
Instructional Rounds $0.00

17a1 - Curriculum Director /
Special Education Coordinator
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration + Special
Education $167,133

Budgeted
Expenditures

16a1 - Substitutes for
Instructional Rounds 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$0.00
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Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 8

Actual
Actions/Services

a. Continued to support and
implement a content matter
coaching model

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 7

a. Support for Instructional
Rounds was phased out ad
content matter coaching model
will be implemented
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Implementation of actions and services were carried out as planned. KEUSD provided support to our teaching staff and administrators
that deepened their instructional leadership practices. Teachers focused on the English Language Arts (ELA) through work developed
in the site PLC and literacy teams and teacher leaders at the school sites and across the district utilized PLC's to focus on practices
and collaboration. Our new teachers were supported through training in August and Teacher Induction and support among grade
level/department peers. The district has utilize the content experts from the County Office of education for continued training and
support. Instructional strategies that focus on building students’ mathematical problem solving and reasoning skills was done through
our continued partnership with the county office. We have focused on differentiation of instruction with a particular emphasis on the
ELL and Special Education students to meet the needs of all ability levels.

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis
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The overall actions and services have had a positive effect on implementation of content standards and student achievement. Our
students with disabilities, ELL's and foster youth will continue to be a focus as we move into next year. We will also focus on district
wide implementation of our social-emotional program (Sanford Harmony) to best support all of our student. This positively impacts
student discipline and character building creating a positive and safe learning environment for all students.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
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We did not fully adopt all textbook adoptions and thus did not spend approximately $350,000. This amount will be fully spent during
the next two school years as we fully adopt all core materials. Instructional rounds expenditures were discontinued. As a result of our
prior year identification for differentiated assistance by the county office we were provided with professional development services that
we did not have to use our originally budgeted amount for multiple professional development activities.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

No changes to the goal were made this year.
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Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

X

X

I, IV, VII

Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

3. We experienced an increase in the Percentage of English learners who
make progress toward English Proficiency on ELPAC; English Learner
Reclassification Rates

3. Percentage of English learners who make progress toward English
Proficiency on CELDT and ELPAC; English Learner Reclassification Rates
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4. We continued to make progress on Statewide assessment scores; local
benchmark assessments; and performance on the Dashboard.

2. Intervention schedules, extended day schedules, paraprofessional support
have all been increased and or sustained.

2. Intervention schedules, extended day schedules, paraprofessional
support

4. Statewide assessment scores; local benchmark assessments; and API
(N/A)

1 Positive teacher interactions were and will continue to be measured through
sign-in sheets class observations and other district measures. This is a
continuous effort as we strive to best serve all students.

Actual

Metric/Indicator
1 Positive teacher interactions will be measured through The Leader in Me
surveys, CHKS, and local measures.

Expected

Annual Measurable Outcomes

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Increase positive teacher interactions with students on a daily basis
2 – Increase support services for students
3 – Improve support for English Learners and increase reclassification rates
4 – Create and monitor formative assessments (new benchmarks) and develop new report cards

Goal 2: Keyes Union School District will increase students’ performance, proficiency, and participation with a focus on Pupil
Outcomes.

Goal 2

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19

Annual Update

KUSD is not a high school district and high school metrics are not
applicable.

4 – Increase other pupil outcomes.

Actual

KUSD is not a high school district and high school metrics are not applicable.

4 – Continued to increase other pupil outcomes.

4 – We have increased student achievement. Our goal was to show an
increase of 3% to our overall scores in ELA and Math each year and we are
on target to doing so.

3 – As a district we experienced Improved support for English Learners and
increased reclassification rates. Increase reclassification rates by 2%.

2 – Services supporting students were maintained and or increased

1– We experienced an increase in positive teacher interactions with students

18-19
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4 – Increased student achievement. Our goal is to show an increase of 3%
to our overall scores in ELA and Math each year.

3 – Improved support for English Learners and increased reclassification
rates. Increase reclassification rates by 1%.

2 – Maintain support services for students

18-19
1– Increased positive teacher interactions with students

Expected
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4. District ELA and Math status and change report scores from 2015-16 are
show in the charts below.
ELA was yellow (low 30 points below 3 and maintained +5.3 points)
Math was yellow (low 54.1 points below 3 and increased +9.8 points). Our
goal is to show an increase of 3% to our overall scores in ELA and Math
each year.

3. Based on the English Learning Progress Indicator on the 5 x 5 grid from
the 2017 Spring Report: Keyes Elementary was green (High and
Maintained) while Barbara Spratling Middle School was orange (Medium
and Declined). The overall district score was orange (Medium and
Declined). Our reclassification rates for the last three years were:
2013-14 RFEP rate was 13%,
2014-15 RFEP rate was 3%,
2015-16 RFEP rate was 9.55%
2016-17 RFEP rate still TBD
While the RFEP rates from year to year, our goal is to increase by !% each
year.

2. Extended day in ELA and Math offered after school at the elementary
school and middle school three days a week for 80% of the school year.
Full-time Intervention Coordinator organizes and provides interventions to
students at the elementary school during the school day. Specific all-day
intervention classes were provided for students in grades 1 and 2.

Baseline
1. Baseline to be established during 2017-18

Expected

Actual

1. Increased positive teacher
interactions with students on a
daily basis
a. Lowered class sizes –
maintained Grade Span
Adjustments
b. Provided professional
development on student
engagement,
leadership, and positive culture
building activities were conducted.
The implementation of Sanford
Harmony to address student needs
in dealing with social and
emotional needs of all students.

1. Increase positive teacher
interactions with students on a
daily basis
a. Lower class sizes – maintain
Grade Span Adjustment
b. Provide professional
development on student
engagement,
leadership, and positive culture
including contract covered Leader
in Me activities will
be conducted

2. Increased the support services
for students
a. Began to implement GATE
assessment but still need to work

2. Increase support services for
students
a. Began to implement GATE still
need to work on full
implementation

22a1 - Continue with GATE
Teacher stipend at Spratling
Middle School - added Keyes
Elementary - 2 @ $1,040 1000-

Budgeted
Expenditures

21b1 - Continue supporting The
Leader in Me as per contract
specifications 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $12,300

22a1 - Continue with GATE
Teacher stipend at Spratling
Middle School - added Keyes
Elementary - 2 @ $1,040 1000-

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

21b1 - Continue supporting The
Leader in Me as per contract
specifications 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $6,150

1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $65,187

21a2 - Continue to hire additional
teacher(s) for Grade Span
Adjustment or increased
enrollment at Keyes Elementary
or Spratling Middle School

21a2 - Continue to hire additional
teacher(s) for Grade Span
Adjustment or increased
enrollment at Keyes Elementary
or Spratling Middle School 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $74,084

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
21a1 - Continue with additional
teachers to lower class sizes
(GSA) and provide intervention
support at Keyes Elementary
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $214,946

Budgeted
Expenditures
21a1 - Continue with additional
teachers to lower class sizes
(GSA) and provide intervention
support at Keyes Elementary
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $213,843
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Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

b. Interventions – before, during,
after school will be continued
c. Continue with increased
paraprofessional support and add
two additional
d. Provide home to school
transportation and continue with
second bus run for
after school classes - includes fuel
and salary
e. Add Discovery education
licensing to support all students
TK-8
f. Add ESGI to implement new
report cards
1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $0.00

22a2 - Purchase GATE materials
for both sites 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $0.00
22b1 - Continue with Extended
Day (Intervention) classes after
school at both sites, and ELD
class after school at SMS - Extra
Duty Salaries 0001-0999:
Unrestricted: Locally Defined
Supplemental and Concentration
$26,363
22b2 - Provide home to school
transportation and continue with
second bus run for after school
classes - includes fuel and salary
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $50,635
22b4 - Continue summer school
at Spratling Middle School
($20,000), and help support
Kinder Camp at KES ($2,500)
includes salaries, materials and
supplies 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Title I,
Supplemental and Concentration
$19,434
22b3 - Saturday School at SMS
and KES 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $2,266
22c1 - Continue with additional
paraprofessionals for full day

1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $2,579
22a2 - Purchase GATE materials
for both sites 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $1,000
22b1 - Continue with Extended
Day (Intervention) classes after
school at both sites, and ELD
class after school at SMS - Extra
Duty Salaries 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$36,762
22b2 - Provide home to school
transportation and continue with
second bus run for after school
classes - includes fuel and salary
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $51,795
22b4 - Continue summer school
at Spratling Middle School
($20,000), and help support
Kinder Camp at KES ($2,500)
includes salaries, materials and
supplies 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Title I,
Supplemental and Concentration
$19,434
22b3 - Saturday School at SMS
and KES 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $6,372
22c1 - Continue with additional
paraprofessionals for full day
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on program implementation this
next school year.
b. Interventions – before, during,
after school were continued
c. Continue with increased
paraprofessional support and
added two additional support
positions to support our special
needs students .
d. Provided home to school
transportation and continued with
second bus run for after school
classes - included fuel and salary.
e. Added Discovery education
licensing to support all students
TK-8
f. Added ESGI and implemented
new report cards

3. Improve support for English
Learners and increased
reclassification rates
a. Provide professional
development on English Language
Development Standards and
ELA/ELD Framework
b. Implement instruction of
research-based English

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 3

22b6 and (24a1) - Intervention
Materials and Supplies - TK-8 , IReady Instruction, Reading Plus
(Grades 6-8). 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $33,805

22b6 and (24a1) - Intervention
Materials and Supplies - TK-8 , IReady Instruction, Reading Plus
(Grades 6-8). 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $46,768

23a1 - Professional development
for ELD Standards with a focus
on designated and integrated
ELD - included in Goal 1 PD
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $0

23a1 - Professional development
for ELD Standards with a focus
on designated and integrated
ELD - included in Goal 1 PD
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $0.00

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

22b5 - Continue to employ
Intervention Coordinator 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $113,962

22b5 - Continue to employ
Intervention Coordinator 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $111,759

Budgeted
Expenditures

22c2 - Continue with two, and in
2017-18 added 3 (3.75 - 6.0
hours) For 2018-19 an additional
2 paras will be added to support
intervention and special
education 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $179,706

22c2 - Continue with two, and in
2017-18 added 3 (3.75 - 6.0
hours) For 2018-19 an additional
2 paras will be added to support
intervention and special
education 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $193,928
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3. Improved support for English
Learners and increased
reclassification rates
a. Continued to provide
professional development on
English Language Development
Standards and ELA/ELD
Framework
b. Implemented instruction of
research-based English

Actual
Actions/Services

kindergarten - 2 @ 3.75 hours
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $24,275

kindergarten - 2 @ 3.75 hours
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $27,882

4. Monitored formative
assessments (benchmarks) and
developed new report cards
a. Benchmark assessments were
in place and administered
b. Continued to seek ways to best
report student progress to parents
for all students

4. Monitor formative assessments
(benchmarks) and begin to
develop new report
cards
a. Benchmark assessments will
be in place and administered
b. Continue to research new
report cards for all grades

5. Provided Discovery Education
Licensing for all grades TK-8 in all
content Areas

5. Provide Discovery Education
Licensing Grades TK-8 All content
Areas

Discovery Education Licensing
Grades TK-8 All content Areas
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$5,200
Provide Renaissance Learning
Subscription Math and Reading
K-8 5000-5999: Services And

Discovery Education Licensing
Grades TK-8 All content Areas
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$5,200
Provide Renaissance Learning
Subscription Math and Reading
K-8 5000-5999: Services And

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

24b1 - Implement new Report
Cards using Aeries 1-8 and ESGI
for Kinder Supplemental and
Concentration $0.00

24b1 - Implement new Report
Cards using Aeries 1-8 and ESGI
for Kinder Supplemental and
Concentration $875.00

Budgeted
Expenditures

24a1 - Continue District
Benchmark Assessments - I
Ready Diagnostic - costs
included in 22b6 $0.00

24a1 - Continue District
Benchmark Assessments - I
Ready Diagnostic - costs included
in 22b6 $0

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

23d1 - Continue to research
English Learner progress and
report for parents $0.00

23d1 - Continue to research
English Learner progress and
report for parents $0

Budgeted
Expenditures

23c1 - Continue to employ ELD
Coordinator including subs for PD
Days 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $123,323

23c1 - Continue to employ ELD
Coordinator including subs for PD
Days 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $122,259
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Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 5

Actual
Actions/Services

Language Development, academic
content, and academic
performance standards in every
classroom
c. Implemented a new progress
reporting tool to monitor English
learner progress and to provide
parents with relevant academic
progress of all students

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 4

Language Development, academic
content, and academic
performance
standards in every classroom
c. Research and work on plan to
monitor English learner progress
and
report to parents

6. Implemented Multiple Measures
Software used to monitor student
progress

6. Implementation of Multiple
Measures Software used to
monitor student progress 50005999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$3,583

Other Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$11,593
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Implementation of most actions and services were carried out. The Leader In Me Character Traits program was discontinued district
wide. The final two years of The Leader in Me program contract for KES will continue through 2019-2020. We were also not
successful in implementing and developing a GATE program this year. We did however decide on an assessment to be implemented
next year as we work towards establishing a district wide Gate program. This will be a continued area of focus for the coming school
year. We did not expend as much as expected in running our extended day intervention programs at our sites. We fully implemented
a new report card system this year. We implemented the Discovery Education online resource to support and enhance curriculum and
Common Core Standards Implementation. The cost for this is $5200.00 per year and we will be continuing with this in the coming
year. We added a roving para for the 2018-19 school year to assist with classroom instruction and intervention for all students. We
also hired two additional paras to assist our special education students within the regular and special education classrooms.

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis

Action 6

Other Operating Expenditures
Supplemental and Concentration
$11,000
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Implementation of most actions and services were carried out. We were also not successful in implementing and developing a GATE
program this year. This will be an area of focus for the coming school year. We did not expend as much as expected in running our
extended day intervention programs at all sites. We did not fully expend our staff development budget, as a result of assistance from
the county office via the differentiated assistance support. This assistance covering professional development activities allowed us to
not fully expend this budget. We implemented the Discovery Education online resource to support and enhance curriculum and
Common Core Standards Implementation. The cost for this is $5200.00 per year. We also added a roving para for the 2018-19

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

The overall actions and services have had a positive effect on access for our students to content standards and achievement in
English Language Arts and Math, with the exception of our students with disabilities . We will continue to focus on our students with
special needs as a result of an increase in special education enrollment numbers. Our special education population increased by well
over 20 students just this year alone.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
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No changes to the goal were made. We did however discontinue Leader in Me Contract for SMS, including professional development
for this program. The final two years of The Leader in Me program contract for KES will continue through 2019-2020. This character
traits curriculum was replaced with the Sanford Harmony program curriculum at no cost to the district. We also continue to try and
fully implement a GATE program. This will be an area of focus for the coming school year. We did not expend as much as expected in
running our extended day intervention program at both sites. We did fully implement a new report card system this year. We
implemented the Discovery Education online resource to support our Common Core Standards Implementation. The cost for this is
$5200.00 per year. We also hired two additional paras to assist our special education students within the regular and special
education classrooms as we continue to experience increased number of students with disabilities.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

school year to assist with classroom instruction and intervention for all students. We also hired two additional paras to assist our
special education students within the regular and special education classrooms.
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X

X

X

II, IV, VI, VII

Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)

Actual

2 – Decreased chronic absenteeism rates. Our goal is to decrease chronic
absenteeism rates by 1% each year.

2 – Continued to increase opportunities for more student engagement and
participation in all extra curricular activities and academics
2 – Maintained student attendance rates above 96%. Maintained no dropouts
at the middle school.

1 – Continued increasing opportunities for all parents to be involved and
participate; monitored and continued to encourage parent attendance at
school activities, events, and parent meetings
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3. Student suspension and expulsion rates will be monitored and surveys
will be used to measure the sense of safety and school connectedness.
Surveys may include CHKS, The Leader in Me Gallup Poll, LCAP survey.

2. School attendance rates, chronic absenteeism rates, and middle school
dropout rates will be monitored.

Metric/Indicator
1. District will promote parent participation in decision making, at meetings,
and attending events and activities - monitored through sign in sheets and
surveys

Expected

Annual Measurable Outcomes

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Increase opportunities for all parents to be involved and participate
2 – Provide opportunities for more student engagement and participation
3 – Provide safe and supportive campuses with behavioral expectations to increase student engagement

Goal 3: Keyes Union School District will increase the Engagement and involvement of students, parents, and families as partners in
education.

Goal 3

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2018-19

Annual Update

KUSD is not a high school district and high school metrics are not
applicable.

Actual
3 – Increased student access to counseling and mental health and decrease
suspension and expulsion rates. Our goal is to decrease suspension rates by
1% each year and keep expulsion rates under .5%.
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3 – Increased student access to counseling and mental health and decrease
suspension and expulsion rates. Our goal is to decrease suspension rates
by 1% each year and keep expulsion rates under .5%.

2 – Decreased chronic absenteeism rates. Our goal is to decrease chronic
absenteeism rates by 1% each year.

2 – Maintain student attendance rate above 96%. Maintain no dropouts at
the middle school.

2 – Increased opportunities for more student engagement and participation

18-19
1 – Increased opportunities for all parents to be involved and participate;
monitor parent attendance at school activities, events, and parents meetings

Expected

Baseline for student access to counseling and mental health services willPage
be 34 of 120
established in 2017-18

3. Surveys for sense of safety and school connectedness. Date from the
CHKS in 2016-17 and The Gallop Poll from the Leader in Me (5th grade
only) in 2016-17 will be used as a baseline for 2017-18.

3. Expulsion rates are listed below:
2014-15 = 0%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 0
2015-16 = 0%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 0
2016-17 = .5%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 4
Our goal is to keep expulsion rates under .5%.

3. Suspension numbers are listed below:
2014-15 = 7.5%
KES 23, SMS 32, KUSD 55
2015-16 = 8%
KES 37, SMS 24, KUSD 61
2016-17 = 9.6%
KES 33 , SMS 40 , KUSD 73
Our goal is to decrease suspension rates by 1% each year.

2. We have no middle school drop outs.

2. Chronic Absenteeism rates are listed below:
2014-15
KES 14%, SMS 12%, KUSD 13%
2015-16
KES 22.32%, SMS 3.03%, KUSD 15.57%
2016-17
KES 10%, SMS 7.6%, KUSD 9.3%
Our goal is to decrease chronic absenteeism rates by 1% each year.

2. Attendance rates are listed below:
2014-15
KES 95.68%, SMS 97.51%, KUSD 96.23%
2015-16
KES 95.74%, SMS 96.97%, KUSD 96.13%
2016-17
KES 95.86%, SMS 96.57%, KUSD 96.09%
Our goals is to maintain attendance rates above 96%.

Baseline
1. Baseline will be established in 2017-18

Expected

Actual

1. Increased opportunities for all
parents to be involved and to
participate actively in their
children's education
a. Provided four parent education
nights as well as town hall
meetings at each site and
increased our family/parent
engagement practices. Examples
are Familias Unidas, Coffee with
the Principal as well as other
forums.
b. Improved communication
between school and home (texts,
facebook, twitter, and Parent
Square
teacher messages)

1. Increase opportunities for all
parents to be involved and
participate
a. Provide three parent education
nights at each site and increase
family/parent engagement
practices
b. Improve communication
between school and home (texts,
facebook, twitter,
teacher messages) Fully Add
Parent Square

2. Provided opportunities for more
student engagement and
participation
a. Increased opportunities for more
student involvement through
sports, arts and music activities,
electives, and other social events
b. Increased attendance rates by
.1%

2. Provide opportunities for more
student engagement and
participation
a. Increase opportunities for more
student involvement through
sports,
activities, electives, and events
b. Increase attendance rates by
.5%

32a1 - Continue with school
activities (events, rewards,
student recognition) to promote
student engagement and
participation 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Lottery $4,500

Budgeted
Expenditures

32a1 - Continue with school
activities (events, rewards,
student recognition) to promote
student engagement and
participation 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Lottery $4,125

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

31b1 - Continue with Edulink for
home communications (3 year
contract until 2019) and continue
with Parent/Square 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $0.00

31b1 - Continue with Edulink for
home communications (3 year
contract until 2019) and continue
with Parent/Square 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $3,395

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
31a1 - Materials and supplies for
parent education nights,
Family/parent engagement
support and meetings - Title 1 at
KES, Supplemental and
Concentration at SMS 40004999: Books And Supplies Title I,
Supplemental and Concentration
$3,282

Budgeted
Expenditures
31a1 - Materials and supplies for
parent education nights,
Family/parent engagement
support and meetings - Title 1 at
KES, Supplemental and
Concentration at SMS 40004999: Books And Supplies Title I,
Supplemental and Concentration
$6,000
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Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

3. Provided safe and supportive
campuses with behavioral
expectations to increase student
engagement
a. All staff implemented a positive
behavior support system district
wide Sanford Harmony
b. Continued with counseling and
support services for students and
increased one additional counselor
FTE
c. Implemented PIQE Parent
Institute For Quality Education Tk5 and will add 4-8 for the coming
year.

3. Provide safe and supportive
campuses with behavioral
expectations to
increase student engagement
a. All staff will implement a
positive behavior support system
district wide
b. Continue with counseling and
support services for students and
increase
one additional counselor FTE
c. Implement PIQE Parent
Institute For Quality Education Tk8
d. Implement Student
Agendas/folders TK-8

32c1 - Continue with Library
support at SMS 2000-2999:
Classified Personnel Salaries
Title I $27,062
Established Library at KES
including facility remodel 40004999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$54,805

32c1 - Continue with Library
support at SMS 2000-2999:
Classified Personnel Salaries
Title I $28,148
Establish Library at KES including
facility remodel 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $70,000

33a1 - Materials and support for
Visual and Performing Arts and
Field Trips 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $24,957
33b1 - Materials and supplies for
student recognition, awards, and
campus culture 4000-4999:
Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$2,913
33c1 - Continue with counselor
1FTE and add one (1FTE) shared
by SMS and KES 1000-1999:

33a1 - Materials and support for
Visual and Performing Arts and
Field Trips 4000-4999: Books
And Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $15,000
33b1 - Materials and supplies for
student recognition, awards, and
campus culture 4000-4999:
Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$6,000
33c1 - Continue with counselor
1FTE and add one (1FTE)
shared by SMS and KES 1000-

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

32b2 - SART, DART, and SARB
referrals to improve student
attendance 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $7,326

32b2 - SART, DART, and SARB
referrals to improve student
attendance 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $10,725

Budgeted
Expenditures

32b1 - Attendance incentives and
awards 4000-4999: Books And
Supplies Lottery $3,397

32b1 - Attendance incentives and
awards 4000-4999: Books And
Supplies Lottery $3,000
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Actual
Actions/Services

c. Continued with Library support
at Spratling Middle School and
added a Library media center at
KES

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 3

c. Continue with Library support
at Spratling Middle School and add
Library to
KES

Certificated Personnel Salaries
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $166,325
PIQE Parent Institute For Quality
Education Tk-8 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $8,000
Implement Student Agendas TK8 4000-4999: Books And
Supplies Supplemental and
Concentration $5,693
Translation IEP Meetings and
Parent Conferences TK-8 20002999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $1,377
Free attendance for all students
in grade 6 to attend out door
education camp. 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $20,976
Provide expanded access to
athletics Middle School 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $29,933
Provide additional campus
supervision at both sites including
extra support for P.E. 2000-2999:
Classified Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$61,873
Provide additional health aide for
student support 2000-2999:

1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration $156,137
PIQE Parent Institute For Quality
Education Tk-8 5000-5999:
Services And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $8,800
Implement Student Agendas TK-8
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplemental and Concentration
$5,263
Translation IEP Meetings and
Parent Conferences TK-8 20002999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $1,794
Free attendance for all students
in grade 6 to attend out door
education camp. 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $20,893
Provide expanded access to
athletics Middle School 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
Lottery $32,832
Provide additional campus
supervision at both sites including
extra support for P.E. 2000-2999:
Classified Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$49,683
Provide additional health aide for
student support 2000-2999:
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d. continued to implement and
fund Student Agendas/folders TK8

Provided and fully implemented a
Community/Family Liaison in
district-wide to serve TK-8
students and parents

Actual
Actions/Services

Continue to provide a student
support specialist at SMS 20002999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $31,728
Provide a Community/Family
Liaison TK-8 2000-2999:
Classified Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$56,789

Provide a Community/Family
Liaison TK-8 Supplemental and
Concentration $58,846

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Continue to provide a student
support specialist at SMS 20002999: Classified Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $31,934

Budgeted
Expenditures

Classified Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$44,480
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Implementation of actions and services were carried out as planned.

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis

Provide and implement a
Community/Family Liaison TK-8

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 4

Classified Personnel Salaries
Supplemental and Concentration
$43,898
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We will be adding a program for Parent Education called PIQE to SMS as a result of the success experienced with the program at
KES this past year . This is a parent education institute for quality education program to increase parent engagement and literacy.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

This year a great deal of focus was once again placed on parent engagement and community outreach. The amount of expenditures
related to this were fairly consistent and in line with the budgeted amounts. We did however, increase parental involvement and LCAP
Plan awareness. The goals continue to be communicated and shared with all stakeholders.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.

The overall actions and services were successful. Our areas on need are with our students with special needs as they continue to
perform below all other student groups in our district. The number of students qualifying and being identified for special education
continues to increase district wide. We have decreased our suspension and expulsion rates. We are on our way to fully implementing
the Sanford Harmony social-emotional character program to best support out student needs. We continue to work on our district wide
behavior intervention system in order to achieve better consistency and equity across all school sites and grade levels.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
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The cost is approximately $8,800. We will also continue to fund and support a student agenda program to increase parent teacher
communication in all grades. This will also allow us to continue to better prepare kids for 21st Century Study Skills and Habits. We
increased our counseling staff by 1 FTE to increase student support in areas of social and emotional support. In order to increase the
safety and security of our students we also added a district community parent liaison to foster parental engagement, and to provide
greater supervision and community relations.
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A draft LCAP was shared with each of the stakeholder groups and posted on the district website in English and Spanish, with
additional opportunities provided for questions, input, comments, and suggestions. The year was one of final seeing the fruit and or
positive impact our LCAP goals have provided to the success of all students. We continued to positively market our LCAP, our goals
and our priorities. Newly enrolled families were given magnets with our goals listed in both Spanish and English. Each classroom

All information gathered through surveys, meetings, emails, and other communications was sorted and reviewed by the steering
committee as well as with all staff and community in attendance at each of the sessions. The steering committee looked at data and
reviewed progress to meeting our goals. This included looking at trends to review the LCAP goals and the eight state priorities.
Once goals were reviewed and deemed still appropriate with a few minor changes to the identified needs under some of the goals,
they were shared with stakeholders for any additional input or suggestions. The planning committee then reviewed the metrics, goal
descriptions, and planned for specific actions and services to improve and increase services for our students.

General Process
Throughout the year stakeholders were given information and opportunities to ask questions and provide input in regards to our Local
Control Accountability Plan (LCAP). Detailed meetings and opportunities are listed in the items below. After sending out information
and meeting with stakeholders, our established and open LCAP Planning Committee worked to review and update the plan. The
committee consists of the following: school and district administration (3), teachers (7-8), classified staff (2-3), and parents (2). We
were once again able to generate a great deal of interest and had great participation during our numerous stakeholder meetings.
The actual steering committee consisted of the following: Helio Brasil-Superintendent; Cyndi McDaniel-Curriculum Director and
Special Education Coordinator, John Stuart-Principal, and Victoria Bradshaw Principal (4 administrators); Stephanie Morris-CBO (1
management). The following also served as parents, community members, and staff during various stakeholder meetings: Mike
Bernal community member, Michelle Bernal community member, Jimmy Emmons Sr. Trustee, Felisa Gomez parent, Marisela and
Juan Carlos Arozco parents, Sofia Garza classified employee, Amber Rogers Counselor, Jeff Reed Trustee, Esther Zamora parent,
Guillermina Torres parent, Rafael Serrato parent, Blanca Valencia counselor, Elizabeth Smiraglia district office, Terri Crocker district
office, Raul Verduzco district office, Lisa Garcia teacher, Wilma Richter intervention coordinator, Charis Caughey Teacher, Kari
Sousa teacher, Telma Weatherford teacher, Caludia Serrato parent, Sandra Aguilar parent, Lilia Medina parent, Maria Moreno
parent, Sofia Garza classified employee, Amie Carter teacher, Christie Dalton teacher, Stacey Knight teacher, Daphne Taylor
classified employee, Ruth Alberto classified employee, Lett Rouse classified employee, Joseline Loza teacher.

How, when, and with whom did the LEA consult as part of the planning process for this LCAP/Annual Review and Analysis?

Involvement Process for LCAP and Annual Update

LCAP Year: 2019-20

Stakeholder Engagement
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January 2018 - LCAP overview was shared with this committee. There were no specific questions asked by the parents that required
the superintendent to responded to in writing.

District English Learner Advisory Council (DELAC) - Members met throughout the year with varied attendance.

June 18 - LCAP was taken to the board for final approval.

June 11 - Information was shared regarding the Draft LCAP for 2019-2020 and a public hearing was held.

May 14 - during the superintendent's board report Information was shared regarding costs of various action items to be included in
the 2019-20 LCAP through the updated LCAP Overview.

during superintendent's board report. Also an explanation of the dashboard data available was shared with the board.

May 2 - Information on progress was shared with all staff as a draft plan update.

March 20 - More information regarding LCAP was shared during the LCAP Committee session as well as the assessment of our
actions in meeting the goals. The superintendent's board reports, regularly included an update on progress made during 2019-20 and
progress of the LCAP full implementation.

February 12 - Superintendent shared update regarding the work of the LCAP committee and the process for evaluating the current
plan, reviewing input from stakeholders, and making revisions and changes for the 2019-20 plan. An overview of staff, student, and
parent survey results were also shared with the board.

January 15 - LCAP update was shared by the superintendent with a power point presentation covering introduction and review of the
changes and process for monitoring our 2019-20 LCAP. Rubrics on how to interpret the California School Dashboard was shared
with the board, staff and community.

At every board meeting the board was updated on Local Control Accountability Plan either with a presentation or during the
Superintendent's update.

Board Meetings (August 14, September 11, October 9, November 13, December 11, January 15, February 12, March 12, April 9,
May 14, June 11, and June 18)

continues to display goals posters in English and Spanish. Each site including the District Office continue to have LCAP goal posters
or banners displayed for all stakeholders to see.
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February 2019 - During this meeting and LCAP update was presented, data from the stakeholder survey was shared, information
regarding the work of the LCAP Committee was share, and the members were given an opportunity to make any suggestions or
recommendations regarding the LCAP.

October 2018 - An update on the current LCAP was provided along with information on the stakeholder survey. The council was
also informed that one of the purposes for this group is to receive updates and provide input for the LCAP.

District Advisory Council (DAC) - This council served as the Parent Advisory Committee and was made up of the following members.

All responses from DELAC, SSC, and DAC were considered and responded to based on stakeholder prioritization.

Keyes Elementary School Site Council Recommendations continued to be the same as the prior year.
• We strongly recommend support continuing low class sizes in K-3 classrooms
• We strongly recommend 1 full time counselor be designated to each site SMS and KES to ensure consistency and equity for
a total of two counselors within the district.
• We strongly support extra funding for teacher classroom libraries and the establishment of an elementary site library media
room.
• We strongly support the continuance of the Intervention Coordinator and the intervention paraprofessionals.
• We strongly support continuing ELD Coordinator support at Keyes Elementary and Spratling Middle School

LACP review with information shared on the progress made by the LCAP Committee and a request for feedback, suggestions, and
input from stakeholders.

School Site Council (SSC) - In various meetings throughout the year the council reviewed the plan and progress. In March, the
council submitted their written suggestions for consideration. Additional meetings held engaged stakeholders in the following:

All parent questions and comments were considered and shared. It was also suggested that we continue to have the LCAP Summary
translated into Punjabi to reach the growing language demographics in our district.

January 2019 - An LCAP review of the update was presented. Information on the progress of the LCAP Planning Committee as well
as parent survey results were shared throughout the year and indicated stakeholders were supportive of our current programs and
services.
April and May 2019 - There were reviews of progress from the LCAP Committee for 2019-20 and various request for feedback,
suggestions, and input from stakeholders.
May 2019 - LCAP Overview in English and Spanish, including a summary the goals and actions/services for 2019-20, was shared
with the DELAC members. Each goal was once again reviewed in detail along with the metrics, goal description, and the upcoming
year's plan under each area.
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LCAP Planning Committee - Members listed at the beginning of the stakeholder engagement section.
During the first meeting we reviewed the LCAP process and changes for this year. We discussed the rubrics and the changes in the
template. We looked at the entire LCAP document for 2018-19 as well as our district's summarized overview. We In January we
looked at LCAP update after 1st Interim and determined the progress being made for each action. The survey process and results
were explained to the committee.

Keyes Teachers' Associations (KTA) and California State Employees Association (CSEA), our local bargaining unions were in
attendance at the Staff Meetings; were supportive and held meetings for their members to allow for additional input; asked to share
updates on the development of our LCAP at union meetings; and all staff members were sent emailed updates and or information.
Any time updates were posted to our website throughout the year, staff members were notified of the updates and had opportunity to
ask questions, make comments, and submit suggestions. Both unions were invited to have representation on the LCAP Committee.

All staff members were also provided access to the online LCAP survey and encouraged to participate by providing their input and
feedback through the survey process.

Staff Meetings
During staff meetings at both the elementary school and the middle school LCAP updates and overviews were given throughout the
year. Both certificated and classified staff were also given the opportunity to provide input as we worked on the development of our
2019-20 LCAP. Staff were encouraged to send questions, comments, and suggestions to any member of the LCAP Committee and
or directly to the Superintendent.

Coffee with the Principal and Pastries with the Principal
The site principals from the elementary school and the middle school held parent meetings every few months. At these meetings, the
progress of LCAP was shared and parents were given opportunities to make comments, suggestions, and ask questions.

Parent, Student, and Staff Survey - We once again received surveys from parents, students, community members and staff
members.
A survey in English and Spanish was available to all parents and students (TK-8th grade) on our district website and in meetings
held. Information was sent home through newsletters, student flyers, and automated phone calls. Also included with the survey was
information on the eight state priorities and how parents could sign up for the LCAP Steering Committee. Both school sites had open
computer lab nights so parents could come in to complete the survey if they were not able to access it from home. Computers were
available in our Healthy Start parent center, and at each school site as well as the library for parents to complete the surveys.

May 2019 - During this meeting a detailed update of the 2018-19 LCAP goals, actions, and services were reviewed along with
estimated expenditures. The final work by the LCAP Committee was shared. All responses from DELAC, SSC, and DAC were
considered in developing this plan update.
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There continues to be three significant changes that we continue to addressand work on implementing in our LCAP that were
addressed in our Annual Update. First, the decision was made that nearly all of our sub-goals and actions to increase and improve
services to students would be implemented District Wide for ALL students since Keyes Union School District has a 93% unduplicated
count. Any exceptions to the District Wide and ALL students are noted throughout the LCAP if the action or funding applies to a
specific subgroup, grade level, or school site. Second, another District decision was to take out some of our sub-goals/actions that
were funded from other sources and focus on our Supplemental and Concentration funds along with other strategic actions that

Since our "LCAP Update" was shared throughout the year with our DELAC, SSC, and DAC, parents and staff members had
additional opportunities to make comments, ask questions, and provide feedback. The principals also shared LCAP progress and
updates at several staff meetings throughout the year.

Our District created a simplified version of our 2018-19 LCAP which listed all goals, all sub-goals and actions, attached expenditures,
and the progress currently made in each area. The "LCAP Update" was modified and updated approximately every two months or
so. This version was shared at multiple board meetings, online on our District website, and emailed to all staff with an opportunity for
feedback, comments, and suggestions each time.

The Superintendent's Management Team, which consists of the two site principals, the curriculum coordinator,
maintenance/transportation director, Charter Director, and the CBO, met frequently throughout the year to review, discuss, and
monitor the progress of our LCAP. In addition the Head Start Coordinator also attends these meetings.

April and May, 2019 - Our final meetings were spent adding the final estimated costs/budget to each of the items and deciding on the
format of how to present the information to parents, staff, and other stakeholders. We chose to use an easy to follow template for our
draft LCAP to place on our website and share with our parent groups and staff. The draft included each goal with all actions/services,
and the total estimated costs for each item.

February 2019 - The planning committee continued to review and discuss all goals and actions in the LCAP We began to narrow
down the fact that we would not be specifically be adding, deleting, or changing for this past year of implementation.
March and May 2019 - At these meeting the committee continued to work on the 2019-20 school year plan to make sure all items
were marked that needed to be deleted or added. We looked at all the estimated costs so that we could begin prioritizing items if we
did not have enough funding to cover everything. We came up with a tentative draft of the LCAP.

February 2019 - During this meeting the committee looked additional feedback from the Recommendations/Suggestions Form shared
with all staff and various parent groups. We also added any suggestions that the LCAP Committee had. We decided our next step
would be to begin gathering the funding needed for each of the actions and services in our LCAP.

During these meetings we spent a little more time looking at the survey results so people could add any additional insights or
comments. We look at what was currently in the 2018-19 LCAP and reviewed each Goal, Action, and Service to discuss
recommended changes, additions, and deletions.
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A large percentage of our student population, over 50%, are English learners and so the comments, suggestions, and input from
DELAC/ELAC was critical in revising our LCAP. The parents on our DELAC/ELAC committee were very attentive and interested in
the information that was shared and had very good questions early on in the process. The questions and comments from these
parents, after reviewing the draft, were well thought out and provided additional information on actions to include in our LCAP in order

Sharing information at board meetings helped keep the board informed so that they could answer questions when contacted by staff
members, families, and the community. This also helped keep the community informed of the work being done to monitor and revise
the LCAP. Also important information was shared and available regarding the required elements of LCAP and process that would be
followed by our district. Questions and comments from board members were discussed during Superintendent Cabinet meetings and
also during LCAP Planning Committee meeting.

After reviewing survey data, the following areas were identified as most important for our district:
Students' and teachers' access to technology
Positive teacher interactions with students
Common Core State Standards and ELD Standards
Safe campuses with behavioral expectations to increase student engagement
Courses of study
Support services for students
Opportunities for student engagement
Mental health and support for all students
Increase services for English Learners
Recruit bilingual teachers and or support staff
Increase English Language Learner Parent representation in district and site decision making
Increase the number of extra curricular activities to better reach English Language Learners

The LCAP was developed by the planning committee based on all the input gathered from all the different stakeholder groups. From
parent surveys, staff input, student suggestions, and our current Strategic Plan goals, the planning committee found trends and
developed the best possible goals and actions to be taken in order to increase and improve services to students. All actions were
reviewed to determine if they should continue, be changed, or be removed from the plan if not producing the expected outcomes.

How did these consultations impact the LCAP for the upcoming year?

Impact on LCAP and Annual Update

increase and improve student services and outcomes. The third change was to combine several of the specific services that aligned
to the same action and this reduced the number of services included in our LCAP.
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Parents and Students
• Positive teacher interactions with students
• Students and teachers access to technology
• Safe campuses with behavior expectations to increase student engagement
• Common Core and ELD Standards
• Highly Qualified Staff
• Support services for students

Areas for focus as identified from our survey results from each group is listed below remain the focus of the Plan and Stakeholders:

The LCAP Committee considered comments and suggestions and organized the information by trends. This information was aligned
to the eight state priorities and combined with input from other stakeholder groups as the basis for developing the goals and actions
outlined in the LCAP.

Greater access for students and staff to engage in technology.
Provide field trips supporting arts and music
Investigating the hiring of a full time art music teacher

District Advisory Council met to provide comments and ask questions. One of the specific areas that were addressed due to input
from this group is listed below:

District Advisory Council was another group of staff and parents that had opportunity to hear information required in developing the
LCAP. They were also give opportunity to discuss, comment, ask questions, and provide input during the process of developing the
LCAP and after reviewing the draft LCAP.

These were all included in this update.

As parents have become more familiar with the LCAP process, goals, and actions, they have had less questions. Nevertheless, some
of the specific areas that were addressed due to input from our DELAC are:
• When hiring new teachers, make a concerted effort to recruit bilingual teachers.
• Increase EL parent representation in decision making.
• Increase the variety of extra-curricular activities and insure EL students have access.

to increase and improve student achievement. We continue to seek greater involvement of our parent groups as we grow more
diverse.

Courses of studyStaff
Common Core and ELD Standards
Students and teachers access to technology
Safe campuses with behavior expectations to increase student engagement
Opportunities for student engagement
Support services for students
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From the feedback and suggestions by our parent groups, several new sub-goals/actions were either added to our LCAP or
implemented within our District without officially becoming part of LCAP. Here are some examples of those areas: 1) we continued to
offer summer school at Spratling Middle School and Kinder Camp for Keyes Elementary School; 2) began the process of
implementing a GATE program and assessment at Spratling Middle School and includes Keyes Elementary School in the future; 3)

The principal's parent meetings (including coffee sessions and even involvement lunches with stakeholders were well attended with
an increase in parent participation from previous years. The feedback received was positive. We will continue to hold and increase
the number of parent meetings and education nights as indicated in our future LCAP.

The "LCAP Updates" for the current year and the "LCAP Overview" for the upcoming year proved to be a valuable tool and easier to
follow and understand than the entire LCAP. Many stakeholders expressed appreciation for this version. All feedback, comments,
and suggestions were kept and reviewed by the LCAP committee for consideration and discussion during our committee meetings.

During the Superintendent's Cabinet meetings feedback from other staff, parents, and the Board of Trustees was shared, discussed
and considered in our ongoing implementation of LCAP. This additional information was also brought to the LCAP Planning
Committee as we considered our LCAP for the upcoming years.

Union input was given through the various opportunities afforded to staff to provide input and suggestions. Three members from the
certificated unit and one members from the classified unit were on the planning committee as representatives to help develop the
LCAP using the input, suggestions, comments, and concerns shared by all the stakeholder groups.

Staff member input was gathered on each of the eight state priorities as well as in the area of professional development through the
survey and at a staff meetings. All staff input from the surveys and through emails was compiled and shared with the planning
committee. The updated and working draft of the 2019-20 LCAP was sent out to all staff with a request to add additional suggestions
and comments. All staff input was shared with the committee and used in conjunction with parents and student input to develop the
LCAP.

The Coffee with the Principal and Pastries with the Principal was just another opportunity to share information with parents in regards
to LCFF and LCAP. The more informed parents are in the work that the school is doing, the easier it is for them to provide
meaningful feedback and suggestions. Any questions, comments, or suggestions made at these parent meetings were brought by
the principals to our cabinet meetings or to our LCAP Planning Committee meetings for further discussion or consideration.

Nearly all the focus areas were already addressed in our LCAP and have been increased from the previous year or have been added
to our LCAP.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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increased paraprofessional support at Keyes Elementary School and Spratling Middle School; 4) provided teachers with ongoing
training and support with CCSS and ELD Standards, and 5) continued to provide more access to technology for students and staff.
Based on stakeholder input and decisions made by the LCAP Committee, the following items were added or increased for 2018-19:
1) increase the funds set aside for adopting new materials in (Science and Social Studies) from $270,000 to $300,000; 2) added
after school choir at both sites for two days a week at each site; 3) hired an additional paraprofessional staff to address the growing
number of students with special needs. 5) added an extended day ELD class; 6) held Saturday school at least once a month at the
Middle School, 7) increased the amount budgeted for SARB referrals; and 8) added additional counseling services at both the
elementary and middle school.

Goal

X

X

X

I, II, III, IV, V, VII

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
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In order to provide Conditions of Learning that support a high quality and equitable education for all students there is a need to:
• Align all materials to Common Core State Standards: Surveys/audit
• Maintain and hire HQT in all classes: Yearly credential review

Goal 1

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Common Core and ELD Standards implementation with sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials for all
students
2 – Maintain and hire highly qualified teachers and instructional staff
3 – Update technology infrastructure and devices, provide technology professional development and support
4 – Increase course of study
5 – Maintain facilities in good repair
6 – Instructional Rounds to monitor implementation and improvement in classrooms
7 – Additional support and materials
8 – Maintain computer labs and all technology

Goal 1: Keyes Union School District will provide Conditions of Learning that support a high quality and equitable education for all
students.

Goal 1

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services

Baseline

1 - Baseline needs to be
determined for this. All
teachers have had
professional develop for
the ELA and Math
standards, but need
addition time to
implement more
effectively.
1 - 100% of the students
have sufficient access to
instructional materials.
1 - All teachers have
had training with the
ELD standards as part
of our ELA/ELD
professional
development this year.

Metrics/Indicators

1 - Implementation of
state board adopted
academic content and
performance standards
for all students
1- Every pupil in the
school district has
sufficient access to the
standards-aligned
instructional materials
1 - implementation of
programs and services
that will enable English
learners to access the
CCSS and the ELD
standards for purposes
of gaining academic
content knowledge and

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes

2 – Maintain percentage
of staff appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in the

2 – Increased and
maintain percentage of
staff appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in the
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1 – Continue to improve
the implementation of
standards, professional
development provided
for new and current
materials. Maintain
100% of students have
sufficient access to the
standards-aligned
materials as monitored
through the materials
inventory.

2018-19

1 – Deeper and more
effective implementation
of standards,
professional
development provided
for new and current
materials, and 100% of
students have sufficient
access to the standardsaligned materials as
monitored through the
materials inventory.

2017-18

2 – Maintain percentage
of staff appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in the

1 – Continue to improve
the implementation of
standards, professional
development provided
for new and current
materials. Maintain
100% of students have
sufficient access to the
standards-aligned
materials as monitored
through the materials
inventory.

2019-20

Improve process for informal and formal observations and instructional rounds to increase feedback and professional growth:
Action plans and Next Level of Work
• Increase student access to technology: inventory and usage
• Monitor schedules and increase course offerings: Master schedule
• Maintain all facilities in good repair: Facilities committee yearly report; modernize classrooms and purchase new furniture

•

5 - School facilities are
maintained in good
repair

4 - Implementation of
programs and services
developed and provided
to individuals with
exceptional needs

4 - All students have
access to a broad
course of study with
programs and services
developed and provided
to unduplicated pupils

3 - Inventory of
technology devices for
students and staff

2 - Teacher in the LEA
are appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in the
subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching

English language
proficiency

Metrics/Indicators

4 - The Master schedule
at the elementary and
middle school levels
include ELA/ELD, Math,
Science, Social Studies,
Health, and PE for all
students including
English learners, low
income, and foster
youth. We currently do
not have courses for

3 - We have one to one
chromebooks for
students in 1st grade
through 8th grade. All
teachers have a laptop,
smartboard, projector,
and document camera.

2 - 100% of the teachers
are appropriately
assigned and fully
credentialed in the
subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching.

All teachers participated
in Language Acquisition
Training (ELD) on March
15, 2017. This will be
followed up during 201718 with ongoing training,
coaching, and support
for teaching English
learners across all
content areas.

Baseline
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5 – Facilities will be
maintained with good
and or exemplary status

4 – Increased course of
study

3 – Students will have
more access to
technology and teachers
will increase the use of
technology in the
classroom and lab

subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching.

2017-18

5 – Facilities will
continue to be well
maintained with good
and or exemplary status

4 – Maintain course of
study

4 – Increase or maintain
course of study
5 – Facilities will be
maintained with good
and or exemplary status

3 – Maintain student
access to technology
and maintain teacher
use of technology in the
classroom

subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching.

2019-20

3 – Maintain student
access to technology
and increase teacher
use of technology in the
classroom

subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching.

2018-19

5 - Facilities were
maintained in exemplary
status as measured by
our FIT reports.

Visual and Performing
Arts. Baseline for VAPA
needs to be established
in 2017-18.
4 - The Master schedule
at the elementary and
middle school levels
include ELA/ELD, Math,
Science, Social Studies,
Health, and PE for all
students including
individuals with
exceptional needs.

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

XAll

XAll

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)
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Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

Schools

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

2019-20

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

startcollapse

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

Metrics/Indicators

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

2017-18
$55,000
$55,000
Educator Effectiveness Funds, Title
II, and LCFF
$55,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
11b1 - Professional Development in
ELA/ELD/Math/Science
SS/Technology

Budgeted Expenditures
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

Action

2019-20
$58,229
$58,229
Title I, Title II, and Supplemental and
Concentration
$58,229
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
11b1 - Professional Development in
ELA/ELD/Math/Science
SS/Technology

1. Continue Common Core and ELD
Standards implementation
a. Monitor and adjust plan as needed
b. Continue professional development In
ELD,ELA, Mathematics, Science and
Social Studies.
c. Continue to purchase Aligned materials
and resources to support NGSS/HSS
Adoption (piloting year)

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

2018-19
$48,365
$48,365
Title I, Title II, and Supplemental and
Concentration
$48,365
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
11b1 - Professional Development in
ELA/ELD/Math/Science
SS/Technology

1. Common Core and ELD Standards
will be implemented
a. Monitor and adjustust plan as needed
b. Professional development will be
conducted
c. Purchase Aligned materials and
resources NGSS/HSS Adoption

Action

1. Common Core and ELD Standards
implementation
a. Monitor and adjust plan as needed
b. Professional development
c. Align materials and resources

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Actions/Services

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

$350,000
$350,000
Supplemental and Concentration
$350,000
0001-0999: Unrestricted: Locally
Defined
11c2 - ELA/ELD Adoption curriculum
and materials and NGSS/HSS

$300,000
0001-0999: Unrestricted: Locally
Defined
11c2 - ELA/ELD Adoption curriculum
and materials

$11,275
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11c1 - NGSS/HSS Adoption
Committee

$7,706
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11c1 - ELA/ELD Adoption
Committee

$300,000
$300,000
LCFF

$11,275
$11,275
Supplemental and Concentration

$43,060
$43,060
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$43,060
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11b1 - Substitutes for professional
development

$7,706
$7,706
LCFF

$32,000
$32,000
Educator Effectiveness Funds, Title
I, and LCFF
$32,000
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11b1 - Substitutes for professional
development

$394,900
0001-0999: Unrestricted: Locally
Defined
11c2 - ELA/ELD Adoption curriculum
and materials

$394,900
$394,900
Supplemental and Concentration

$6,475
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11c1 - ELA/ELD Adoption
Committee

$6,475
$6,475
Supplemental and Concentration

$16,069
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
11b1 - Substitutes for professional
development

$16,069
$16,069
Title IV

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)
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Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

XAll

XAll

Specific Student Groups: Spratling Middle School

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

Schools
Specific Schools: Spratling Middle School

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 2

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

2018-19
$0
$0
$0
12b1 - Human Resource staff to
monitor appropriate teacher
assignments and full credentials
through CBEDS and CalPADS
reports

2017-18
$0
$0
$0

12b1 - Human Resource staff to
monitor appropriate teacher
assignments and full credentials
through CBEDS and CalPADS
reports

Action

12b1 - Human Resource staff are
used to monitor appropriate teacher
assignments and full credentials
through CBEDS and CalPADS
reports

2019-20
$0
$0
$0

2. Maintain and hire highly qualified
teachers and instructional
staffing (bilingual when possible)
a. Maintain proper course assignments
b. Continue to yearly monitor appropriate
assignments and credentials

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

[Add Location(s) selection here]
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 3

Budget
Reference

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

2. Maintain and hire highly qualified
teachers and instructional
staffing.
a. Maintain proper course assignments
b. Monitor for appropriate assignments
and credentials

Action

2. Maintain and hire highly qualified
teachers and instructional
staffing.
a. Maintain proper course assignments
b. Yearly monitor appropriate
assignments and credentials

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Actions/Services

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

$35,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13b1 - Purchase additional
technology (devices, applications,
supporting materials) for
student/classroom use

$23,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13b1 - Purchase additional
technology (devices, applications,
supporting materials) for
student/classroom use
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2018-19
$35,000
$35,000
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$23,000
$23,000
LCFF

Budgeted Expenditures

3 . Update technology infrastructure and
devices
a. Maintain computer labs and all
technology
b. Evaluate technology needs and
purchased additional
devices and applications for student and
staff use
c. Implement technology replacement
plan

Action

3 . Update technology infrastructure and
devices
a. Maintain computer labs and all
technology
b. Evaluate technology needs and
purchase additional
devices and applications for student and
staff use
c. Implement technology replacement
plan

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

$35,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13b1 - Purchase additional
technology (devices, applications,
supporting materials) for
student/classroom use

2019-20
$35,000
$35,000
Supplemental and Concentration

3 . Update technology infrastructure and
devices
a. Maintain computer carts and class sets
as we move away from lab setting
b. Evaluate technology needs and
purchase additional
devices and applications for student and
staff use
c. Implement a technology replacement
plan

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

$59,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13c1 - Replace and upgrade existing
technology

$39,500
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13c1 - Replace and upgrade existing
technology

Budget
Reference

59,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
13c1 - Replace and upgrade existing
technology

59,000
59,000
Supplemental and Concentration

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income
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4. Increase course of study
a. Continue with additional electives and
added new electives
at the middle school
b. Continue choir after school at KES
and SMS
c. Continue with additional teachers at
SMS

Action

4. Increase course of study
a. Continue with additional electives and
add new electives
at the middle school
b. Add choir after school at KES and
SMS
c. Continue with additional teachers at
SMS

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

4. Increase course of study
a. Continue with additional electives and
add new electives
at the middle school
b. Continue with choir or other music
opportunities after school at KES and SMS
c. Continue with additional teachers at
SMS

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 4

Source

$59,000
$59,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$39,500
$39,500
LCFF

Amount

$202,905 Certificated Personnel
1000-1999:
Salaries
14c1 - Continue with two additional
teachers at Spratling Middle School

$196,148 Certificated Personnel
1000-1999:
Salaries
14c1 - Continue with two additional
teachers at Spratling Middle School

Budget
Reference

$204,850 Certificated Personnel
1000-1999:
Salaries
14c1 - Continue with two additional
teachers at Spratling Middle School

$204,850
$204,850
Supplemental and Concentration

$3,048
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
14b1 - Continue after school choir or
other music opportunities four days a
week (2 days at each site)

$3,048
$3,048
Supplemental and Concentration

$2,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
14a1 - Additional Courses at
Spratling Middle School (STEAM
and other electives will be added)

2019-20
$2,000
$2,000
Supplemental and Concentration

XAll

XAll
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

Schools

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 5

Source

$202,905
$202,905
Supplemental and Concentration

$5,150
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
14b1 - Continue after school choir
four days a week (2 days at each
site)

$10,000
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
14b1 - Add after school choir four
days a week (2 days at each site)

$196,148
$196,148
LCFF

$5,150
$5,150
Supplemental and Concentration

$4,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
14a1 - Additional Courses at
Spratling Middle School (STEAM
and other electives added)

$4,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
14a1 - Additional Courses at
Spratling Middle School (STEAM
and other electives added)

$10,000
$10,000
LCFF

2018-19
$4,000
$4,000
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$4,000
$4,000
LCFF

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Budget
Reference

Year
Amount

XUnchanged

Action

15a1 - Continue with facilities
inspection committee and site visit
protocol, create plan for needed
repairs and improvements

15a1 - Continue with facilities
inspection committee and site visit
protocol, create plan for needed
repairs and improvements

15a1 - Continue with facilities
inspection committee and site visit
protocol, create plan for needed
repairs and improvements

2019-20
$0
$0
$0

5. Maintain facilities in good repair
a. Continue facilities inspection
committee and Facility Site
Visit Protocol
b. Continue to implement maintenance
plans for needed
repairs

2019-20 Actions/Services

2018-19
$0
$0
$0
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

2017-18
$0
$0
$0

Budgeted Expenditures

5. Maintain facilities in good repair
a. Continue facilities inspection
committee and Facility Site
Visit Protocols
b. Continue to implement maintenance
plans for needed
repairs

Action

5. Maintain facilities in good repair
a. Continue facilities inspection
committee and Facility Site
Visit Protocol
b. Continue to implement maintenance
plans for needed
repairs

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

$110,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
15b1 - Deferred maintenance
projects - funds transferred to
deferred maintenance account

$110,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
15b1 - Deferred maintenance
projects - funds transferred to
deferred maintenance account

Budget
Reference

$100,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
15b1 - Deferred maintenance
projects - funds transferred to
deferred maintenance account

$100,000
$100,000
Supplemental and Concentration

XLEA-wide
[Add Scope of Services selection here]

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income
[Add Students to be Served selection here]
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6. Improved process for informal and
formal observations to increase feedback

Action

6. Improve process for informal and
formal observations and instructional

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

6. Continue to improve process for
informal and formal observations

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools
[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

Schools
[Add Location(s) selection here]

XAll

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 6

Source

$110,000
$110,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$110,000
$110,000
LCFF

Amount

$0.00
$0.00
Supplemental and Concentration
$0.00
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
16a1 - Substitutes for Instructional
Rounds

$9,000
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
16a1 - Substitutes for Instructional
Rounds

$0.00
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
16a1 - Instructional Rounds

$6,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
16a1 - Instructional Rounds

$9,000
$9,000
LCFF

2018-19
$0.00
$0.00
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$6,000
$6,000
LCFF

and professional growth and phased out
instructional rounds
a. Support for Instructional Rounds was
phased out ad content matter coaching
model
will be implemented

$0.00
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
16a1 - Substitutes for coaching
activities

$0.00
$0.00
Supplemental and Concentration

$0.00
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
16a1 - Continue to move towards a
content matter coaching model

2019-20
$0.00
$0.00
Supplemental and Concentration

a. Continue Implementation of a content
matter coaching model
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

Schools
[Add Location(s) selection here]

XAll

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 7

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

rounds to increase feedback and
professional growth: Action plans and Next
Level of Work
a. Support for Instructional Rounds

XLEA-wide
[Add Scope of Services selection here]

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income
[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Budgeted Expenditures
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7. Provide additional support ,improve
instruction by providing additional
materials
a. Curriculum/Instructional Support
Coordinator
b. Provide additional support materials
aligned with standards
c. Provide additional teacher days for
professional development and planning

Action

7. Additional support , improved
instruction and additional materials
a. Curriculum/Instructional Support
Coordinator
b. Additional support materials aligned
with standards
c. Additional teacher days for
professional development and planning

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XNew

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

7. Provide additional support, improve
instruction by providing additional
materials
a. Continue with Curriculum Director /
Special Education Coordinator
b. Provide additional support materials
aligned with standards
c. Provide additional teacher days for
professional development and planning

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools
[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

$66,708
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17c1 - Continue with 183 work days
for teachers

$71,591
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17c1 - Continue with 183 work days
for teachers

$71,591
$71,591
Supplemental and Concentration

$0.00
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
17b1 - Purchase Books, Materials,
and Resources Aligned with CCSS

$0.00
$0.00
Supplemental and Concentration

2019-20
$179,776
$179,776
Supplemental and Concentration +
Special Education
$179,776
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17a1 - Curriculum Director / Special
Education Coordinator

XAll

XAll
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

Schools

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 8

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

$65,663
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17c1 - Continue with 183 work days
for teachers

$11,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
17b1 - Purchase Books, Materials,
and Resources Aligned with CCSS

Budget
Reference

Source

$66,708
$66,708
Supplemental and Concentration

$9,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
17b1 - Purchase Books, Materials,
and Resources Aligned with CCSS

$11,000
$11,000
LCFF

Amount

$65,663
$65,663
LCFF

$9,000
$9,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$151,370
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17a1 - Curriculum/Instructional
Support Coordinator - 85% from
Supplemental and Concentration =
$127,950, 15% from Special Ed. =
$22,579

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$167,133
$167,133
Supplemental and Concentration +
Special Education
$167,133
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
17a1 - Curriculum Director / Special
Education Coordinator

2017-18
$151,370
$151,370
LCFF

Year
Amount

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

XModified

Action

$96,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
18a1 - Contract with Data Path for
Technology Support and Service

$96,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
18a1 - Contract with Data Path for
Technology Support and Services

$95,179
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
18a1 - Continue to contract with
Data Path for Technology Support
and Services

2019-20
$95,179
$95,179
Supplemental and Concentration

8. Maintain and acquire technology, while
continuing to move away from lab setting
by increasing classroom access and
support

2019-20 Actions/Services

2018-19
$96,000
$96,000
Supplemental and Concentration
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

2017-18
$96,000
$96,000
LCFF

Budgeted Expenditures

8. Maintained computer labs and all
technology
a. Technology service and support were
used as needed

Action

8. Maintain computer labs and all
technology
a. Technology service and support

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XNew

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Goal

X

X

I, IV, VII

Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)
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In order to increase students’ performance, proficiency, and participation with a focus on Pupil Outcomes there is a need to:
• Monitor and improve CAASPP scores
• Monitor and improve student progress, growth, and achievement
• Monitor and increase AMAOs, reclassification of ELs, and tracking of reclassified ELs
• Administer and use data from grade-level benchmarks district wide

Goal 2

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Increase positive teacher interactions with students on a daily basis
2 – Increase support services for students
3 – Improve support for English Learners and increase reclassification rates
4 – Create and monitor formative assessments (new benchmarks) and develop new report cards

Goal 2: Keyes Union School District will increase students’ performance, proficiency, and participation with a focus on Pupil
Outcomes.

Goal 2

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services

4. Statewide
assessment scores;
local benchmark

3. Percentage of
English learners who
make progress toward
English Proficiency on
CELDT and ELPAC;
English Learner
Reclassification Rates

2. Intervention
schedules, extended
day schedules,
paraprofessional
support

1 Positive teacher
interactions will be
measured through The
Leader in Me surveys,
CHKS, and local
measures.

Metrics/Indicators

3. Based on the English
Learning Progress

2 – Increased support
services for students

2. Extended day in ELA
and Math offered after
school at the elementary
school and middle
school three days a
week for 80% of the
school year. Full-time
Intervention Coordinator
organizes and provides
interventions to students
at the elementary school
during the school day.
Specific all-day
intervention classes
were provided for
students in grades 1 and
2.
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4 – Increase other pupil
outcomes.

4 – Increased student
achievement. Our goal
is to show an increase
of 3% to our overall
scores in ELA and Math
each year.

3 – Improved support for
English Learners and
increased
reclassification rates.
Increase reclassification
rates by 1%.

1 – Increased positive
teacher interactions with
students

2017-18

1. Baseline to be
established during 201718

Baseline

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes

4 – Increase other pupil
outcomes.

4 – Increased student
achievement. Our goal
is to show an increase
of 3% to our overall
scores in ELA and Math
each year.

3 – Improved support for
English Learners and
increased
reclassification rates.
Increase reclassification
rates by 1%.

2 – Maintain support
services for students

1– Increased positive
teacher interactions with
students

2018-19

4 – Increase other pupil
outcomes.

4 – Increase student
achievement. Our goal
is to show an increase
of 3% to our overall
scores in ELA and Math
each year.

3 – Continue to improve
support for English
Learners and increase
reclassification rates.
Increase reclassification
rates by 1%.

2 – Maintain support
services for students

1 – Maintain positive
teacher interactions with
students

2019-20

assessments; and API
(N/A)

Metrics/Indicators

4. District ELA and
Math status and change
report scores from 201516 are show in the
charts below.
ELA was yellow (low 30
points below 3 and
maintained +5.3 points)

Indicator on the 5 x 5
grid from the 2017
Spring Report: Keyes
Elementary was green
(High and Maintained)
while Barbara Spratling
Middle School was
orange (Medium and
Declined). The overall
district score was
orange (Medium and
Declined). Our
reclassification rates for
the last three years
were:
2013-14 RFEP rate was
13%,
2014-15 RFEP rate was
3%,
2015-16 RFEP rate was
9.55%
2016-17 RFEP rate still
TBD
While the RFEP rates
from year to year, our
goal is to increase by !%
each year.

Baseline
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KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

2017-18

KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

2018-19

KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

2019-20

Math was yellow (low
54.1 points below 3 and
increased +9.8 points).
Our goal is to show an
increase of 3% to our
overall scores in ELA
and Math each year.

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

startcollapse
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Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

Metrics/Indicators

2019-20

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

Budgeted Expenditures
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1. Increase positive teacher interactions
with students on a daily basis
a. Lower class sizes – maintain Grade
Span Adjustment
b. Provide professional development on
student engagement,
leadership, and positive culture including
contract covered Leader in Me activities
will
be conducted

Action

1. Increase positive teacher interactions
with students on a daily basis
a. Lower class sizes – maintain Grade
Span Adjustment
b. Professional development on student
engagement,
leadership, and positive culture – The
Leader in Me

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

1. Increase positive teacher interactions
with students on a daily basis
a. Lower class sizes – maintain Grade
Span Adjustment
b. continue with professional
development on student engagement,
leadership, and positive culture including
Sanford Harmony activities

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

$213,843
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a1 - Continue with additional
teachers to lower class sizes (GSA)
and provide intervention support at
Keyes Elementary
$74,084
$74,084
Supplemental and Concentration
$74,084
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a2 - Continue to hire additional
teacher(s) for Grade Span
Adjustment or increased enrollment
at Keyes Elementary or Spratling
Middle School
$12,300
$12,300
Supplemental and Concentration
$12,300
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
21b1 - Continue supporting The
Leader in Me as per contract
specifications

$206,976
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a1 - Continue with additional
teachers to lower class sizes (GSA)
and provide intervention support at
Keyes Elementary

$93,922
$93,922
LCFF

$93,922
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a2 - Hire additional teacher(s) for
Grade Span Adjustment or
increased enrollment at Keyes
Elementary

$48,000
$48,000
LCFF

$48,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
21b1 - Implement The Leader in Me
(TLIM) process - contract with TLIM,
trainings, extra duty, materials,
supplies, substitutes

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

$6,150
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
21b1 - Continue supporting
character and social emotional
support for students

$6,150
$6,150
Supplemental and Concentration

$98,210
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a2 - Continue to hire additional
teacher(s) for Grade Span
Adjustment or increased enrollment
at Keyes Elementary and Spratling
Middle School

$98,210
$98,210
Supplemental and Concentration

$226,897
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
21a1 - Continue with additional
teachers to lower class sizes (GSA)
and provide intervention support at
Keyes Elementary including sub cost
for illness

2019-20
$226,897
$226,897
Supplemental and Concentration
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[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 2

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

Source

2018-19
$213,843
$213,843
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$206,976
$206,976
LCFF

Year
Amount

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

Budgeted Expenditures
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2. Increase support services for students
a. Began to implement GATE still need
to work on full implementation
b. Interventions – before, during, after
school will be continued
c. Continue with increased
paraprofessional support and add two
additional
d. Provide home to school transportation
and continue with second bus run for
after school classes - includes fuel and
salary
e. Add Discovery education licensing to
support all students TK-8
f. Add ESGI to implement new report
cards

Action

2. Increase support services for students
a. Implement GATE
b. Interventions – before, during, after
school
c. Continue with increased
paraprofessional support

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

2. Increase support services for students
a. Implement the beginning of a GATE
program and assessment system
b. Continue with interventions – before,
during, after school
c. Continue with increased
paraprofessional support
d. Continue to provide home to school
transportation and continue with second
bus run for after school classes - include
fuel and salary
e. Continue with Discovery education
licensing to support all students TK-8
f. Continue with ESGI to maintain new
report card system

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

$51,795
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22b2 - Provide home to school
transportation and continue with
second bus run for after school
classes - includes fuel and salary

$6,000
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22b2 - Continue with second bus run
for after school classes - includes
fuel and salary
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$51,795
$51,795
Supplemental and Concentration

$6,000
$6,000
LCFF

$36,762
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b1 - Continue with Extended Day
(Intervention) classes after school at
both sites, and ELD class after
school at SMS - Extra Duty Salaries

$37,039
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b1 - Continue with Extended Day
(Intervention) classes after school at
both sites, add ELD class after
school at SMS - Extra Duty Salaries

$1,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
22a2 - Purchase GATE materials for
both sites

$499
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
22a2 - Purchase GATE materials

Budget
Reference

Source

$36,762
$36,762
Supplemental and Concentration

$1,000
$1,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$499
$499
LCFF

Amount

$37,039
$37,039
LCFF

$2,579
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22a1 - Continue with GATE Teacher
stipend at Spratling Middle School added Keyes Elementary - 2 @
$1,040

$2,540
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22a1 - GATE Teacher stipend at
Spratling Middle School

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$2,579
$2,579
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$2,540
$2,540
LCFF

Year
Amount

$55,000
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22b2 - Continue with second bus run
for after school classes - includes
fuel and salary

$55,000
$55,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$33,895
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b1 - Continue with Extended Day
(Intervention) classes after school at
both sites, and ELD class after
school at SMS - Extra Duty Salaries

$33,895
$33,895
Supplemental and Concentration

$1,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
22a2 - Purchase GATE materials for
both sites

$1,000
$1,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$2,827
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22a1 - Continue with GATE Teacher
stipend at Spratling Middle School
and Keyes Elementary - 2 @ $1,040

2019-20
$2,827
$2,827
Supplemental and Concentration

$6,372
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b3 - Saturday School at SMS and
KES
$27,882
$27,882
Supplemental and Concentration
$27,882
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c1 - Continue with additional
paraprofessionals for full day
kindergarten - 2 @ 3.75 hours
$193,928
$193,928
Supplemental and Concentration
$193,928
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c2 - Continue with two, and in
2017-18 added 3 (3.75 - 6.0 hours)
For 2018-19 an additional 2 paras
will be added to support intervention
and special education

$6,000
$6,000
Lottery and Title I

$6,000
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b3 - Saturday School at SMS and
KES

$22,760
$22,760
LCFF

$22,760
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c1 - Continue with additional
paraprofessionals for full day
kindergarten - 2 @ 3.75 hours

$55,907
$55,907
LCFF

$55,907
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c2 - Continue with two roving
paraprofessional for additional
intervention support - 6 hours

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

Source
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$6,372
$6,372
Supplemental and Concentration

$22,500
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b4 - Continue summer school at
Spratling Middle School ($20,000)
and help support Kinder Camp at
KES ($2,500) includes salaries,
materials and supplies

Budget
Reference

Source

$19,434
$19,434
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$19,434
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b4 - Continue summer school at
Spratling Middle School ($20,000),
and help support Kinder Camp at
KES ($2,500) includes salaries,
materials and supplies

$22,500
$22,500
LCFF

Amount

$211,968
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c2 - Continue with two, and in
2017-18 added 3 (3.75 - 6.0 hours)
For 2018-19 an additional 2 paras
will be added to support intervention
and special education

$211,968
$211,968
Supplemental and Concentration

$29,516
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
22c1 - Continue with additional
paraprofessionals for full day
kindergarten - 2 @ 3.75 hours

$29,516
$29,516
Supplemental and Concentration

$3,070
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b3 - Saturday School at SMS and
KES

$3,070
$3,070
Supplemental and Concentration

$14,540
$14,540
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$14,540
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b4 - Continue summer school at
Spratling Middle School ($20,000),
and help support Kinder Camp at
KES ($0.00) includes salaries,
materials and supplies

$46,768
$46,768
Supplemental and Concentration
$46,768
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
22b6 and (24a1) - Intervention
Materials and Supplies - TK-8 , IReady Instruction, Reading Plus
(Grades 6-8).

$107,450
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b5 - Continue to employ
Intervention Coordinator

$35,800
$35,800
Title I and LCFF

$35,800
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
22b6 and (24a1) - Intervention
Materials and Supplies - Intervention
1st and 2nd Grade, I-Ready
Instruction, Reading Plus (Grades 38), Plato at SMS

Budget
Reference

Amount

$55,124
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
22b6 and (24a1) - Continue with
intervention Materials and Supplies TK-8 , I-Ready Instruction, Reading
Plus, (Grades 6-8). Multiple
Measures for grades TK-8

$55,124
$55,124
Supplemental and Concentration

$118,166
$118,166
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$118,166
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b5 - Continue to employ
Intervention Coordinator

XLimited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)

XEnglish Learners

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
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Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 3

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

$111,759
$111,759
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$111,759
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
22b5 - Continue to employ
Intervention Coordinator

$107,450
$107,450
Title I

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

$0
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
23a1 - Professional development for
ELD Standards with a focus on
designated and integrated ELD included in Goal 1 PD

$0
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
23a1 - Professional development for
ELD Standards with a focus on
designated and integrated ELD included in Goal 1 PD

$0
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
23a1 - Continue with professional
development for ELD Standards with
a focus on designated and integrated
ELD - included in Goal 1 PD

2019-20
$0
$0
Supplemental and Concentration

3. Improve support for English Learners
and increase reclassification rates
a. Continue with professional
development on English Language
Development Standards and ELA/ELD
Framework
b. Continue implementing instruction of
research-based English
Language Development, academic
content, and academic performance
standards in
every classroom
c. Continue to implement plan to monitor
English learner progress and report to
parents

2018-19
$0
$0
Supplemental and Concentration
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Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

2017-18
$0
$0
LCFF

Budgeted Expenditures

3. Improve support for English Learners
and increased reclassification rates
a. Provide professional development on
English Language
Development Standards and ELA/ELD
Framework
b. Implement instruction of researchbased English
Language Development, academic
content, and academic performance
standards in every classroom
c. Research and work on plan to monitor
English learner progress and
report to parents

Action

3. Improve support for English Learners
and increase reclassification rates
a. Professional development on English
Language
Development Standards and ELA/ELD
Framework
b. Implement instruction of researchbased English
Language Development, academic
content, and academic performance
standards in
every classroom
c. Research plan to monitor English
learner progress and
report to parents

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

$122,259
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
23c1 - Continue to employ ELD
Coordinator including subs for PD
Days
$0
$0
$0
23d1 - Continue to research English
Learner progress and report for
parents

$117,353
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
23c1 - Continue to employ ELD
Coordinator

$0
$0
$0

23d1 - Continue to research English
Learner progress and report for
parents

Budget
Reference

Amount

23d - Continue to research and fully
implement English Learner progress
and report for parents

$0
$0
$0

$130,710
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
23c1 - Continue to employ ELD
Coordinator including subs for PD
Days

$130,710
$130,710
Supplemental and Concentration

XAll

XAll

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Action
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2018-19 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action
2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

Schools

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 4

Budget
Reference

Source

$122,259
$122,259
Supplemental and Concentration

$117,353
$117,353
LCFF

Amount

Actions/Services

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

XAll

Action 5
Schools

XNew

Action
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[Add Scope of Services selection here]

OR

XAll

$875
24b1 - Continue to implement and
fine tune Report Cards 1-8 and ESGI
for Kinder

$875
$875
Supplemental and Concentration

24a1 - Continue District Benchmark
Assessments - I Ready Diagnostic costs included in 22b6

2019-20
$0
$0
$0

XUnchanged

Action

[Add Location(s) selection here]

$875.00
24b1 - Implement new Report Cards
using Aeries 1-8 and ESGI for Kinder

$0
24b1 - Continue to research new
Report Cards

Budget
Reference

Source

$875.00
$875.00
Supplemental and Concentration

24a1 - Continue District Benchmark
Assessments - I Ready Diagnostic costs included in 22b6

24a1 - Continue District Benchmark
Assessments - I Ready Diagnostic costs included in 22b6

$0
$0

2018-19
$0
$0
$0

4. Monitor formative assessments
(benchmarks) and continue monitoring
new report cards
a. Continue with current Benchmark
assessments
b. Continue to research new
communication tools to share the student
academic success with all parents

2017-18
$0
$0
$0

4. Monitor formative assessments
(benchmarks) and begin to develop new
report
cards
a. Benchmark assessments will be in
place and administered
b. Continue to research new report cards
for all grades

Amount

Budget
Reference

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

4. Monitor formative assessments
(benchmarks) and develop new report
cards
a. Benchmark assessments in place and
administered
b. Continue to research new report cards

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount
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$11,593
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Continue to provide Renaissance
Learning Subscription Math and
Reading K-8

$11,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Provide Renaissance Learning
Subscription Math and Reading K-8

$5,200
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Discovery Education Licensing
Grades TK-8 All content Areas
$11,593
$11,593
Supplemental and Concentration

$5,200
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Discovery Education Licensing
Grades TK-8 All content Areas

$0.00

$5,200
$5,200
Supplemental and Concentration

5. Continue to provide Discovery
Education Licensing Grades TK-8 All
content Areas

$11,000
$11,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$5,200
$5,200
Supplemental and Concentration

$0.00
$0.00

Budgeted Expenditures

5. Provide Discovery Education
Licensing Grades TK-8 All content Areas

Goal

X

X

X

II, IV, VI, VII

Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
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In order to increase the Engagement and involvement of students, parents, and families as partners in education there is a need to:
• Increase parental involvement and participation: Monitor opportunities, communications, participation
• Increase yearly attendance percentage: Interim reports for school attendance
• Decrease chronic absenteeism: Aeries report for chronic absenteeism rates and increase Pre-SARB and SARB meetings
• Decrease suspension and expulsion rates: Positive behavioral training for staff with increased counseling for students
• Monitor middle school dropouts through Aeries reports. Currently we do not have students dropping out of middle school and
we need to maintain this positive trend
• Look at and analyze CHKS results to develop areas for growth and improvement

Goal 3

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

1 – Increase opportunities for all parents to be involved and participate
2 – Provide opportunities for more student engagement and participation
3 – Provide safe and supportive campuses with behavioral expectations to increase student engagement

Goal 3: Keyes Union School District will increase the Engagement and involvement of students, parents, and families as partners in
education.

Goal 3

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services

3. Student suspension
and expulsion rates will
be monitored and
surveys will be used to
measure the sense of
safety and school
connectedness.
Surveys may include
CHKS, The Leader in

2. School attendance
rates, chronic
absenteeism rates, and
middle school dropout
rates will be monitored.

1. District will promote
parent participation in
decision making, at
meetings, and attending
events and activities monitored through sign
in sheets and surveys

Metrics/Indicators

2. Chronic Absenteeism
rates are listed below:
2014-15
KES 14%, SMS 12%,
KUSD 13%
2015-16

2. Attendance rates are
listed below:
2014-15
KES 95.68%, SMS
97.51%, KUSD 96.23%
2015-16
KES 95.74%, SMS
96.97%, KUSD 96.13%
2016-17
KES 95.86%, SMS
96.57%, KUSD 96.09%
Our goals is to maintain
attendance rates above
96%.

1. Baseline will be
established in 2017-18

Baseline

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
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2 – Decreased chronic
absenteeism rates. Our
goal is to decrease
chronic absenteeism
rates by 1% each year.

2 – Maintain student
attendance rate above
96%. Maintain no
dropouts at the middle
school.

2 – Maintain student
attendance rate above
96%. Maintain no
dropouts at the middle
school.
2 – Decreased chronic
absenteeism rates. Our
goal is to decrease
chronic absenteeism
rates by 1% each year.

2 – Increased
opportunities for more
student engagement
and participation

1 – Increased
opportunities for all
parents to be involved
and participate; monitor
parent attendance at
school activities, events,
and parents meetings

2018-19

2 – Increased
opportunities for more
student engagement
and participation

1 – Increased
opportunities for all
parents to be involved
and participate; monitor
parent attendance at
school activities, events,
and parents meetings

2017-18

2 – Decrease chronic
absenteeism rates. Our
goal is to decrease
chronic absenteeism
rates by 1% each year.

2 – Maintain student
attendance rate above
96%. Maintain no
dropouts at the middle
school.

2 – Increase
opportunities for more
student engagement
and participation

1 – Increase
opportunities for all
parents to be involved
and participate; monitor
parent attendance at
school activities, events,
and parents meetings

2019-20

Me Gallup Poll, LCAP
survey.

Metrics/Indicators

3. Expulsion rates are
listed below:
2014-15 = 0%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 0
2015-16 = 0%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 0
2016-17 = .5%
KES 0, SMS 0, KUSD 4

3. Suspension numbers
are listed below:
2014-15 = 7.5%
KES 23, SMS 32, KUSD
55
2015-16 = 8%
KES 37, SMS 24, KUSD
61
2016-17 = 9.6%
KES 33 , SMS 40 ,
KUSD 73
Our goal is to decrease
suspension rates by 1%
each year.

2. We have no middle
school drop outs.

KES 22.32%, SMS
3.03%, KUSD 15.57%
2016-17
KES 10%, SMS 7.6%,
KUSD 9.3%
Our goal is to decrease
chronic absenteeism
rates by 1% each year.

Baseline
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KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

3 – Increased student
access to counseling
and mental health and
decrease suspension
and expulsion rates.
Our goal is to decrease
suspension rates by 1%
each year and keep
expulsion rates under
.5%.

2017-18

KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

3 – Increased student
access to counseling
and mental health and
decrease suspension
and expulsion rates.
Our goal is to decrease
suspension rates by 1%
each year and keep
expulsion rates under
.5%.

2018-19

KUSD is not a high
school district and high
school metrics are not
applicable.

3 – Increase student
access to counseling
and mental health and
decrease suspension
and expulsion rates.
Our goal is to decrease
suspension rates by 1%
each year and keep
expulsion rates under
.5%.

2019-20

Baseline for student
access to counseling
and mental health
services will be
established in 2017-18

3. Surveys for sense of
safety and school
connectedness. Date
from the CHKS in 201617 and The Gallop Poll
from the Leader in Me
(5th grade only) in 201617 will be used as a
baseline for 2017-18.

Our goal is to keep
expulsion rates under
.5%.

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

2019-20

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

startcollapse

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

Metrics/Indicators

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

Budgeted Expenditures
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1. Increase opportunities for all parents to
be involved and participate
a. Provide three parent education nights
at each site and increase
family/parent engagement practices
b. Improve communication between
school and home (texts, facebook, twitter,
teacher messages) Fully Add Parent
Square

Action

1. Increase opportunities for all parents to
be involved and participate
a. Provide two or three parent education
nights at each site and increase
family/parent
engagement practices
b. Improve communication between
school and home (texts, facebook, twitter,
teacher
messages)

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

1. Increase opportunities for all parents to
be involved and participate
a. Provide two or three parent education
nights at each site and increase
family/parent engagement practices
b. Improve communication between
school and home (texts, facebook,Parent
Square, twitter, teacher messages)

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

$3,395
$3,395
Lottery
$3,395Professional/Consulting
5800:
Services And Operating
Expenditures
31b1 - Continue with Edulink for
home communications (3 year
contract until 2019) and continue
with Parent/Square

$2,300
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
31a1 - Materials and supplies for
parent education nights,
Family/parent engagement support
and meetings - Title 1 at KES,
Supplemental and Concentration at
SMS

$3,395
$3,395
Lottery

$3,395Professional/Consulting
5800:
Services And Operating
Expenditures
31b1 - Continue with Edulink for
home communications (3 year
contract until 2019) and add
Parent/Square

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

$4,095Professional/Consulting
5800:
Services And Operating
Expenditures
31b1 - Continue with 3 year contract
with Parent/Square

$4,095
$4,095
Lottery

2019-20
$11,400
$11,400
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$11,400
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
31a1 - Continue funding materials
and supplies for parent education
nights, Family/parent engagement
support and meetings - Title 1 at
KES, Supplemental and
Concentration at SMS, Support and
implement District Website Page for
community awareness

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)
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Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 2

Source

Source

2018-19
$6,000
$6,000
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$6,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
31a1 - Materials and supplies for
parent education nights,
Family/parent engagement support
and meetings - Title 1 at KES,
Supplemental and Concentration at
SMS

2017-18
$2,300
$2,300
Title I and LCFF

Year
Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

$4,500
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32a1 - Continue with school activities
(events, rewards, student
recognition) to promote student
engagement and participation

$4,500
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32a1 - Continue with school
activities (events, rewards, student
recognition) to promote student
engagement and participation

$4,500
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32a1 - Continue with school activities
(events, rewards, student
recognition) to promote student
engagement and participation

2019-20
$4,500
$4,500
Lottery

2. Provide opportunities for more student
engagement and participation
a. Continue with opportunities for more
student involvement through sports,
activities, electives, and events
b. Increase attendance rates by .5%
c. Continue with Library support at
Spratling Middle School and continue with
library at KES

2018-19
$4,500
$4,500
Lottery
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Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

2017-18
$4,500
$4,500
Lottery

Budgeted Expenditures

2. Provide opportunities for more student
engagement and participation
a. Increase opportunities for more
student involvement through sports,
activities, electives, and events
b. Increase attendance rates by .5%
c. Continue with Library support at
Spratling Middle School and add Library to
KES

Action

2. Provide opportunities for more student
engagement and participation
a. Increase opportunities for more
student involvement through sports,
activities,
electives, and events
b. Increase attendance rates by .5%
c. Library support at Spratling Middle
School

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

XLEA-wide

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Actions/Services

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

$13,028
$13,028
Supplemental and Concentration
$13,028
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Maintain and support the established
KES Library

$70,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Establish Library at KES including
facility remodel

$28,646
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
32c1 - Continue with Library support
at SMS

$70,000
$70,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$28,148
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
32c1 - Continue with Library support
at SMS

$28,646
$28,646
Title I

$6,225
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
32b2 - SART, DART, and SARB
referrals to improve student
attendance

$6,225
$6,225
Supplemental and Concentration

$3,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32b1 - Attendance incentives and
awards

$3,000
$3,000
Lottery
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 3

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

$25,800
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
32c1 - Continue with Library support
at SMS

$10,725
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
32b2 - SART, DART, and SARB
referrals to improve student
attendance

$10,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
32b2 - SART, DART, and SARB
referrals to improve student
attendance

Budget
Reference

Source

$28,148
$28,148
Title I

$10,725
$10,725
Supplemental and Concentration

$10,000
$10,000
LCFF

Amount

$25,800
$25,800
LCFF

$3,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32b1 - Attendance incentives and
awards

$3,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
32b1 - Attendance incentives and
awards

Budget
Reference

Source

$3,000
$3,000
Lottery

$3,000
$3,000
Lottery

Amount

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XLow Income

Budgeted Expenditures
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3. Provide safe and supportive campuses
with behavioral expectations to
increase student engagement
a. All staff will implement a positive
behavior support system district wide
b. Continue with counseling and support
services for students and increase
one additional counselor FTE
c. Implement PIQE Parent Institute For
Quality Education Tk-8
d. Implement Student Agendas/folders
TK-8

Action

3. Provide safe and supportive campuses
with behavioral expectations to
increase student engagement
a. All staff implements a positive behavior
support system district wide
b. Analyze data, plan and implement
recognition events and additional supports
c. Increase counseling and support
services for students

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

3. Provide safe and supportive campuses
with behavioral expectations to
increase student engagement
a. All staff will continue to implement a
positive behavior support system district
wide
b. Analyze data, plan and implement
recognition events and additional supports
c. Continue with counseling and support
services for students
d. Continue with PIQE Parent Institute
For Quality Education Tk-8 (SMS)
d. Continue to support Student
Agendas/folders TK-8

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

$6,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33b1 - Materials and supplies for
student recognition, awards, and
campus culture

$4,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33b1 - Materials and supplies for
student recognition, awards, and
campus culture

$80,792
$80,792
LCFF

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

$80,792
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
33c1 - Continue with counselor
1FTE shared by SMS and KES

$6,000
$6,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$4,000
$4,000
LCFF

Amount

$8,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
PIQE Parent Institute For Quality
Education Tk-8 (SMS)

$8,800
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
PIQE Parent Institute For Quality
Education Tk-8
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$8,000
$8,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$177,373
$177,373
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$177,373
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
33c1 - Continue with counselor 2
FTE

$5,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33b1 - Materials and supplies for
student recognition, awards, and
campus culture

$5,000
$5,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$15,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33a1 -Materials and support for
Visual and Performing Arts and Field
trips

2019-20
$15,000
$15,000
Supplemental and Concentration

$8,800
$8,800
Supplemental and Concentration

$156,137
$156,137
Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
$156,137
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
33c1 - Continue with counselor 1FTE
and add one (1FTE) shared by SMS
and KES

$15,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33a1 - Materials and support for
Visual and Performing Arts and Field
Trips

$5,000
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
33a1 - Materials and support for The
Leader in Me and 7 Habits to
improve culture

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$15,000
$15,000
Supplemental and Concentration

2017-18
$5,000
$5,000
LCFF

Year
Amount

$5,693
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Continue with Student Agendas TK8
$2,657
$2,657
Supplemental and Concentration
$2,657
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Translation IEP Meetings and Parent
Conferences TK-8

$5,263
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Implement Student Agendas TK-8
$1,794
$1,794
Supplemental and Concentration
$1,794
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Translation IEP Meetings and Parent
Conferences TK-8

Budget
Reference

Amount

$30,643
$30,643
Lottery
$30,643
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Continue to provide expanded
access to athletics Middle School

$32,832
$32,832
Lottery
$32,832
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Provide expanded access to
athletics Middle School

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source
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$24,742
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Continue with free attendance for all
students in grade 6 to attend out
door education camp.

$20,893
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Free attendance for all students in
grade 6 to attend out door education
camp.

Budget
Reference

Source

$24,742
$24,742
Lottery

$20,893
$20,893
Lottery

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

$5,693
$5,693
Supplemental and Concentration

$5,263
$5,263
Supplemental and Concentration

Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

Actions/Services

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

XAll

Action 4

Action
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Provide and implement a
Community/Family Liaison TK-8

XNew

[Add Scope of Services selection here]

OR

Action
Continue to Provide a Community/Family
Liaison TK-8

XUnchanged

[Add Location(s) selection here]

$45,277
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Continue to provide additional health
aide for student support

$43,898
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Provide additional health aide for
student support

Budget
Reference

Source

Schools

$45,277
$45,277
Supplemental and Concentration

$43,898
$43,898
Supplemental and Concentration

Amount

XAll

$60,295
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Continue to provide additional
campus supervision at both sites
including P.E.

$49,683
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Provide additional campus
supervision at both sites including
extra support for P.E.

Budget
Reference

Source

$60,295
$60,295
Supplemental and Concentration

$49,683
$49,683
Supplemental and Concentration

Amount

$61,953
$61,953
Supplemental and Concentration
$61,953
Continue to provide a
Community/Family Liaison TK-8

$58,846
$58,846
Supplemental and Concentration
$58,846
Provide a Community/Family Liaison
TK-8

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source
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$34,704
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Continue to provide student support
specialist at SMS

$31,934
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Continue to provide a student
support specialist at SMS

Budget
Reference

Source

$34,704
$34,704
Supplemental and Concentration

$31,934
$31,934
Supplemental and Concentration

Amount

37.73%

$2,301,736
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The District has chosen to use the districtwide and schoolwide approach to increase and improve services based on input from the
stakeholders who participated in the LCAP process. The input indicated that the eight state priorities and the goals for our District's
Strategic Plan affect all the students. In addition, the stakeholders agreed: (1) all students will received a high quality and equitable
education by providing highly effecting instruction and delivery of the State Standards, improving and increasing the use of and access
to technology, and maintaining facilities in good repair; (2) students will improve their performance, proficiency, and participation by
increasing support services for all students, increasing positive interactions between adults and students, and utilizing appropriate
assessments and monitoring tools; and (3) students, parents, and families should be partners in education through active engagement
by increasing parental involvement opportunities, increasing student engagement and participation, and providing safe and supportive
learning environments. The District would find it very difficult to separate out the 5% of our students who are not part of the
unduplicated count and exclude them from the opportunity to receive the increased and improved services we are providing.

Funds will remain stable or stagnant 2019-20 based on declining enrollment and based on the number and calculation of unduplicated
Low-Income, English Learner and Foster Youth Pupils. Keyes Union School District Foster Youth count is well under ten students and
specific services for those students are provided through the county when applicable. Their will be an increase to the amount of
supplemental concentration funds expended do to salary and benefit increases.
Keyes Union School district has an unduplicated count of Low Income, English Learner and Foster Youth Pupils which exceeds 55%.
Our current unduplicated count is 95%. The District is using LCFF funds mostly in a districtwide manner for all pupils. We do,
however, have some of our actions and sub-goals that specifically target English Learners, a specific school site, or specific grade
levels and supplemental and concentrations funds are used for targeted groups when applicable.

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

LCAP Year: 2019-20

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Pupils

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

LCAP Year: 2018-19

-------
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Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

The increase in proportionality for English learners, Low Income Students and Foster Youth is 33.3%. As stated previously, foster
youth in Keyes Union School District is well under ten students and specific services for those students are provided through the
county. The emphasis of funding will be spent on additional instructional support for at-risk students, instructional materials to support
our State Standards, increased staff professional development, increased access and use of technology, improved facilities, and
increased parent involvement.
-------

At the end of the 2018-19 school year, Keyes Union School District had an enrollment of 773 students with 754 students included in
the unduplicated count. Since 95.0% of students are high priority students, nearly all of the identified actions listed in our LCAP reflect
the needs of all students, including English learners, low income and foster youth. In order to increase and improve services to
students, included in these actions are instructional materials, staff professional develop, and improved facilities. Some of the items
listed are even more specific to the at-risk students within each of the identified subgroups.

The District has also chosen to provide increased and improved support for our English learners in order to provide needed supports
to achieve the required literacy levels to be successful in elementary school, high school, college and career. While all actions will be
implemented districtwide and schoolwide, the following supports will specifically address our English learners: increased technology
devices for student use; interventions before, during, and after school; 8.8 research based English language development instruction;
professional development in the area of ELD (both designated and integrated); use of the ELA/ELD Framework; English learner
monitoring and reporting to parents; bilingual interpretation at meetings; improved family/parent engagement; and an increase in
counseling and support services for students.

38.81%
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The District has also chosen to provide increased and improved support for our English learners in order to provide needed supports
to achieve the required literacy levels to be successful in elementary school, high school, college and career. While all actions will be
implemented districtwide and schoolwide, the following supports will specifically address our English learners: increased technology
devices for student use; interventions before, during, and after school; 8.8 research based English language development instruction;
professional develop in the area of ELD (both designated and integrated); use of the ELA/ELD Framework; English learner monitoring
and reporting to parents; bilingual interpretation at meetings; improved family/parent engagement; and an increase in counseling and
support services for students.

The District has chosen to use the districtwide and schoolwide approach to increase and improve services based on input from the
stakeholders who participated in the LCAP process. The input indicated that the eight state priorities and the goals for our District's
Strategic Plan affect all the students. In addition, the stakeholders agreed: (1) all students will receive a high quality and equitable
education by providing highly effective instruction and delivery of the State Standards, improving and increasing the use of and access
to technology, and maintaining facilities in good repair; (2) students will improve their performance, proficiency, and participation by
increasing support services for all students, increasing positive interactions between adults and students, and utilizing appropriate
assessments and monitoring tools; and (3) students, parents, and families should be partners in education through active engagement
by increasing parental involvement opportunities, increasing student engagement and participation, and providing safe and supportive
learning environments. The District would find it very difficult to separate out the 5% of our students who are not part of the
unduplicated count and exclude them from the opportunity to receive the increased and improved services we are providing.

Keyes Union School district has an unduplicated count of Low Income, English Learner and Foster Youth Pupils which exceeds 55%.
Our current unduplicated count is 95%. The District is using LCFF funds mostly in a districtwide manner for all pupils. We do,
however, have some of our actions and sub-goals that specifically target English Learners, a specific school site, or specific grade
levels and supplemental and concentrations funds are used for targeted groups when applicable.

Funds remincrease for 2018-19 based on the number and calculation of unduplicated Low-Income, English Learner and Foster Youth
Pupils. Keyes Union School District Foster Youth count is well under ten students and specific services for those students are
provided through the county when applicable.

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.

$2,374.461

33.3%

$1,855,750
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Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

-------

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

LCAP Year: 2017-18

-------

The increase in proportionality for English learners, Low Income Students and Foster Youth is 38.8%. As stated previously, foster
youth in Keyes Union School District is well under ten students and specific services for those students are provided through the
county. The emphasis of funding will be spent on additional instructional support for at-risk students, instructional materials to support
our State Standards, increased staff professional development, increased access and use of technology, improved facilities, and
increased parent involvement.

At the end of the 2018-19 school year, Keyes Union School District had an enrollment of 768 students with 754 students included in
the unduplicated count. Since 95.0% of students are high priority students, nearly all of the identified actions listed in our LCAP reflect
the needs of all students, including English learners, low income and foster youth. In order to increase and improve services to
students, included in these actions are instructional materials, staff professional develop, and improved facilities. Some of the items
listed are even more specific to the at-risk students within each of the identified subgroups.
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At the end of the 2016-17 school year, Keyes Union School District had an enrollment of 763 students with 699 students included in
the unduplicated count. Since 92.0% of students are high priority students, nearly all of the identified actions listed in our LCAP reflect
the needs of all students, including English learners, low income and foster youth. In order to increase and improve services to

The District has also chosen to provide increased and improved support for our English learners in order to provide needed supports
to achieve the required literacy levels to be successful in elementary school, high school, college and career. While all actions will be
implemented districtwide and schoolwide, the following supports will specifically address our English learners: increased technology
devices for student use; interventions before, during, and after school; The Leader in Me process; the 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People; research based English language development instruction; professional develop in the area of ELD (both designated and
integrated); use of the ELA/ELD Framework; English learner monitoring and reporting to parents; bilingual interpretation at meetings;
improved family/parent engagement; and an increase in counseling and support services for students.

The District has chosen to use the districtwide and schoolwide approach to increase and improve services based on input from the
stakeholders who participated in the LCAP process. The input indicated that the eight state priorities and the goals for our District's
Strategic Plan affect all the students. In addition, the stakeholders agreed: (1) all students will received a high quality and equitable
education by providing highly effecting instruction and delivery of the State Standards, improving and increasing the use of and access
to technology, and maintaining facilities in good repair; (2) students will improve their performance, proficiency, and participation by
increasing support services for all students, increasing positive interactions between adults and students, and utilizing appropriate
assessments and monitoring tools; and (3) students, parents, and families should be partners in education through active engagement
by increasing parental involvement opportunities, increasing student engagement and participation, and providing safe and supportive
learning environments. The District would find it very difficult to separate out the 8% of our students who are not part of the
unduplicated count and exclude them from the opportunity to receive the increased and improved services we are providing.

Keyes Union School district has an unduplicated count of Low Income, English Learner and Foster Youth Pupils which exceeds 55%.
Our current unduplicated count is 92%. The District is using LCFF funds mostly in a districtwide manner for all pupils. We do,
however, have some of our actions and sub-goals that specifically target English Learners, a specific school site, or specific grade
levels and supplemental and concentrations funds are used for targeted groups when applicable.

Funds will increase for 2017-18 based on the number and calculation of unduplicated Low-Income, English Learner and Foster Youth
Pupils. Keyes Union School District Foster Youth count is well under ten students and specific services for those students are
provided through the county when applicable.

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

-------
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The increase in proportionality for English learners, Low Income Students and Foster Youth is 33.04%. As stated previously, foster
youth in Keyes Union School District is well under ten students and specific services for those students are provided through the
county. The emphasis of funding will be spent on additional instructional support for at-risk students, instructional materials to support
our State Standards, increased staff professional development, increased access and use of technology, improved facilities, and
increased parent involvement.

At the end of the 2016-17 school year, Keyes Union School District had an enrollment of 763 students with 699 students included in
the unduplicated count. Since 92.0% of students are high priority students, nearly all of the identified actions listed in our LCAP reflect
the needs of all students, including English learners, low income and foster youth. In order to increase and improve services to
students, included in these actions are instructional materials, staff professional develop, and improved facilities. Some of the items
listed are even more specific to the at-risk students within each of the identified subgroups.

The increase in proportionality for English learners, Low Income Students and Foster Youth is 33.04%. As stated previously, foster
youth in Keyes Union School District is well under ten students and specific services for those students are provided through the
county. The emphasis of funding will be spent on additional instructional support for at-risk students, instructional materials to support
our State Standards, increased staff professional development, increased access and use of technology, improved facilities, and
increased parent involvement.

students, included in these actions are instructional materials, staff professional develop, and improved facilities. Some of the items
listed are even more specific to the at-risk students within each of the identified subgroups.

-------
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Addendum
The Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and Annual Update Template documents and
communicates local educational agencies’ (LEAs) actions and expenditures to support student
outcomes and overall performance. The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is reviewed and updated
annually, as required. Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter
school’s budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. The LCAP and
Annual Update Template must be completed by all LEAs each year.
For school districts, the LCAP must describe, for the school district and each school within the district,
goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and each student group identified by
the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) (ethnic, socioeconomically disadvantaged, English
learners, foster youth, pupils with disabilities, and homeless youth), for each of the state priorities and
any locally identified priorities.
For county offices of education, the LCAP must describe, for each county office of educationoperated school and program, goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF student group funded through the county office of education (students attending juvenile
court schools, on probation or parole, or expelled under certain conditions) for each of the state
priorities and any locally identified priorities. School districts and county offices of education may
additionally coordinate and describe in their LCAPs services funded by a school district that are
provided to students attending county-operated schools and programs, including special education
programs.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of
education and the governing board of the school district may adopt and file for review and approval a
single LCAP consistent with the requirements in Education Code (EC) sections 52060, 52062, 52066,
52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or county
superintendent of schools) all budgeted and actual expenditures are aligned.
Charter schools must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF subgroup of students including students with disabilities and homeless youth, for each of
the state priorities that apply for the grade levels served or the nature of the program operated by the
charter school, and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description
of goals for state priorities in the LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the
nature of the programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the statutory requirements
explicitly applicable to charter schools in the EC. Changes in LCAP goals and actions/services for
charter schools that result from the annual update process do not necessarily constitute a material
revision to the school’s charter petition.
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For questions related to specific sections of the template, please see instructions below:

Instructions: Linked Table of Contents
Plan Summary
Annual Update
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals, Actions, and Services
Planned Actions/Services
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to completion of the LCAP template, please
contact the local county office of education, or the CDE’s Local Agency Systems Support Office at:
916-319-0809 or by email at: lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Plan Summary
The LCAP is intended to reflect an LEA’s annual goals, actions, services and expenditures within a
fixed three-year planning cycle. LEAs must include a plan summary for the LCAP each year.
When developing the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and address the prompts provided in
these sections. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, enter the appropriate LCAP year and
replace the previous summary information with information relevant to the current year LCAP.
In this section, briefly address the prompts provided. These prompts are not limits. LEAs may include
information regarding local program(s), community demographics, and the overall vision of the LEA.
LEAs may also attach documents (e.g., the California School Dashboard data reports) if desired
and/or include charts illustrating goals, planned outcomes, actual outcomes, or related planned and
actual expenditures.
An LEA may use an alternative format for the plan summary as long as it includes the information
specified in each prompt and the budget summary table.
The reference to California School Dashboard means the California School Dashboard adopted by
the State Board of Education under EC Section 52064.5.

Comprehensive Support and Improvement
An LEA with a school or schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement (CSI)
under the Every Student Succeeds Act must respond to the following prompts:
•

Schools Identified: Identify the schools within the LEA that have been identified for CSI.

•

Support for Identified Schools: Describe how the LEA supported the identified schools in
developing CSI plans that included a school-level needs assessment, evidence-based
interventions, and the identification of any resource inequities to be addressed through the
implementation of the CSI plan.

•

Monitoring and Evaluating Effectiveness: Describe how the LEA will monitor and evaluate
the implementation and effectiveness of the CSI plan to support student and school
improvement.
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Annual Update
The planned goals, expected outcomes, actions/services, and budgeted expenditures must be copied
verbatim from the previous year’s* approved LCAP; in addition, list the state and/or local priorities
addressed by the planned goals. Minor typographical errors may be corrected.
* For example, for LCAP year 2017/18 of the 2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP, review the goals in the
2016/17 LCAP. Moving forward, review the goals from the most recent LCAP year. For example,
LCAP year 2020/21 will review goals from the 2019/20 LCAP year, which is the last year of the
2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each goal in the prior year, identify and review the actual measurable outcomes as
compared to the expected annual measurable outcomes identified in the prior year for the
goal.

Actions/Services
Identify the planned Actions/Services and the budgeted expenditures to implement these
actions toward achieving the described goal. Identify the actual actions/services implemented
to meet the described goal and the estimated actual annual expenditures to implement the
actions/services. As applicable, identify any changes to the students or student groups served,
or to the planned location of the actions/services provided.

Analysis
Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the California School
Dashboard, analyze whether the planned actions/services were effective in achieving the goal.
Respond to the prompts as instructed.
•

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated
goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and successes experienced with the
implementation process.

•

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal
as measured by the LEA.

•

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual
Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures or a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not
required.

•

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and
services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and analysis of the data provided
in the California School Dashboard, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be
found in the LCAP.

Stakeholder Engagement
Meaningful engagement of parents, students, and other stakeholders, including those representing
the student groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget
process. EC identifies the minimum consultation requirements for school districts and county offices
of education as consulting with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, local
bargaining units of the school district, parents, and pupils in developing the LCAP. EC requires
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charter schools to consult with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents,
and pupils in developing the LCAP. In addition, EC Section 48985 specifies the requirements for the
translation of notices, reports, statements, or records sent to a parent or guardian.
The LCAP should be shared with, and LEAs should request input from, school site-level advisory
groups, as applicable (e.g., school site councils, English Learner Advisory Councils, student advisory
groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between school-site and district-level goals and actions. An LEA
may incorporate or reference actions described in other plans that are being undertaken to meet
specific goals.
Instructions: The stakeholder engagement process is an ongoing, annual process. The
requirements for this section are the same for each year of a three-year LCAP. When developing
the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and describe the stakeholder engagement process
used to develop the LCAP and Annual Update. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
enter the appropriate LCAP year and replace the previous stakeholder narrative(s) and describe
the stakeholder engagement process used to develop the current year LCAP and Annual
Update.
School districts and county offices of education: Describe the process used to consult
with the Parent Advisory Committee, the English Learner Parent Advisory Committee,
parents, students, school personnel, the LEA’s local bargaining units, and the community
to inform the development of the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the
indicated LCAP year.
Charter schools: Describe the process used to consult with teachers, principals,
administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students to inform the development of
the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the indicated LCAP year.
Describe how the consultation process impacted the development of the LCAP and annual
update for the indicated LCAP year, including the goals, actions, services, and expenditures.

Goals, Actions, and Services
LEAs must include a description of the annual goals, for all students and each LCFF identified group
of students, to be achieved for each state priority as applicable to type of LEA. An LEA may also
include additional local priorities. This section shall also include a description of the specific planned
actions an LEA will take to meet the identified goals, and a description of the expenditures required to
implement the specific actions.
School districts and county offices of education: The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is
reviewed and updated annually, as required.
Charter schools: The number of years addressed in the LCAP may align with the term of the
charter schools budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. If year
2 and/or year 3 is not applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
New, Modified, Unchanged
As part of the LCAP development process, which includes the annual update and stakeholder
engagement, indicate if the goal, identified need, related state and/or local priorities, and/or
expected annual measurable outcomes for the current LCAP year or future LCAP years are
modified or unchanged from the previous year’s LCAP; or, specify if the goal is new.
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Goal
State the goal. LEAs may number the goals using the “Goal #” box for ease of reference. A
goal is a broad statement that describes the desired result to which all actions/services are
directed. A goal answers the question: What is the LEA seeking to achieve?
Related State and/or Local Priorities
List the state and/or local priorities addressed by the goal. The LCAP must include goals that
address each of the state priorities, as applicable to the type of LEA, and any additional local
priorities; however, one goal may address multiple priorities. (Link to State Priorities)
Identified Need
Describe the needs that led to establishing the goal. The identified needs may be based on
quantitative or qualitative information, including, but not limited to, results of the annual update
process or performance data from the California School Dashboard, as applicable.
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) or indicator(s) that the LEA will use to track
progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs may identify metrics for specific student
groups. Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric or
indicator available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year of the three-year plan.
The most recent data associated with a metric or indicator includes data as reported in the
annual update of the LCAP year immediately preceding the three-year plan, as applicable. The
baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP. In the subsequent
year columns, identify the progress to be made in each year of the three-year cycle of the
LCAP. Consider how expected outcomes in any given year are related to the expected
outcomes for subsequent years.
The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative, but at minimum an LEA must use the applicable
required metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of
LEA. For the student engagement priority metrics, as applicable, LEAs must calculate the
rates as described in the LCAP Template Appendix, sections (a) through (d).

Planned Actions/Services
For each action/service, the LEA must complete either the section “For Actions/Services not
included as contributing to meeting Increased or Improved Services Requirement” or the
section “For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved
Services Requirement.” The LEA shall not complete both sections for a single action.
For Actions/Services Not Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement
Students to be Served
The “Students to be Served” box is to be completed for all actions/services except for those
which are included by the LEA as contributing to meeting the requirement to increase or
improve services for unduplicated students. Indicate in this box which students will benefit from
the actions/services by entering “All”, “Students with Disabilities”, or “Specific Student
Group(s)”. If “Specific Student Group(s)” is entered, identify the specific student group(s) as
appropriate.
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Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must identify “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identifying the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
For Actions/Services Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement:
Students to be Served
For any action/service contributing to the LEA’s overall demonstration that it has increased or
improved services for unduplicated students above what is provided to all students (see
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students section, below),
the LEA must identify the unduplicated student group(s) being served.
Scope of Service
For each action/service contributing to meeting the increased or improved services
requirement, identify the scope of service by indicating “LEA-wide”, “Schoolwide”, or “Limited
to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”. The LEA must identify one of the following three options:
• If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of the LEA, enter "LEA-wide."
• If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of a particular school or schools, enter “schoolwide”.
• If the action/service being funded and provided is limited to the unduplicated students
identified in “Students to be Served”, enter “Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”.
For charter schools and single-school school districts, “LEA-wide” and “Schoolwide”
may be synonymous and, therefore, either would be appropriate. For charter schools
operating multiple schools (determined by a unique CDS code) under a single charter, use
“LEA-wide” to refer to all schools under the charter and use “Schoolwide” to refer to a
single school authorized within the same charter petition. Charter schools operating a
single school may use “LEA-wide” or “Schoolwide” provided these terms are used in a
consistent manner through the LCAP.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must indicate “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
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Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identify the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
Actions/Services
For each LCAP year, identify the actions to be performed and services provided to meet the
described goal. Actions and services that are implemented to achieve the identified goal may
be grouped together. LEAs may number the action/service using the “Action #” box for ease of
reference.

New/Modified/Unchanged:

•

Enter “New Action” if the action/service is being added in any of the three years of
the LCAP to meet the articulated goal.

•

Enter “Modified Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated goal
and has been changed or modified in any way from the prior year description.

•

Enter “Unchanged Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated
goal and has not been changed or modified in any way from the prior year
description.
o If a planned action/service is anticipated to remain unchanged for the
duration of the plan, an LEA may enter “Unchanged Action” and leave the
subsequent year columns blank rather than having to copy/paste the
action/service into the subsequent year columns. Budgeted expenditures
may be treated in the same way as applicable.

Note: The goal from the prior year may or may not be included in the current three-year
LCAP. For example, when developing year 1 of the LCAP, the goals articulated in year 3
of the preceding three-year LCAP will be from the prior year.
Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter school’s budget
that is submitted to the school’s authorizer. Accordingly, a charter school submitting a one-year
budget to its authorizer may choose not to complete the year 2 and year 3 portions of the
“Goals, Actions, and Services” section of the template. If year 2 and/or year 3 is not
applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
Budgeted Expenditures
For each action/service, list and describe budgeted expenditures for each school year to
implement these actions, including where those expenditures can be found in the LEA’s
budget. The LEA must reference all fund sources for each proposed expenditure. Expenditures
must be classified using the California School Accounting Manual as required by EC sections
52061, 52067, and 47606.5.
Expenditures that are included more than once in an LCAP must be indicated as a duplicated
expenditure and include a reference to the goal and action/service where the expenditure first
appears in the LCAP.
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If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, and chooses
to complete a single LCAP, the LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school
district or county superintendent of schools) all budgeted expenditures are aligned.

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for
Unduplicated Students
This section must be completed for each LCAP year. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
copy the “Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students” table and
enter the appropriate LCAP year. Using the copy of the section, complete the section as required for
the current year LCAP. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three years within the LCAP.
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds
Identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and
concentration of low income, foster youth, and English learner students as determined
pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 5 (5 CCR) Section 15496(a)(5).
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated
pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for
unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage calculated as compared to
services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to grow services in
quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. This description must address
how the action(s)/service(s) limited for one or more unduplicated student group(s), and any
schoolwide or districtwide action(s)/service(s) supported by the appropriate description, taken
together, result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for unduplicated
pupils.
If the overall increased or improved services include any actions/services being funded and provided
on a schoolwide or districtwide basis, identify each action/service and include the required
descriptions supporting each action/service as follows.
For those services being provided on an LEA-wide basis:
•

For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, and for charter
schools and county offices of education: Describe how these services are principally directed
to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.

•

For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%: Describe how these
services are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in
the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the services are the most effective use of
the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this
determination, including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience or
educational theory.
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For school districts only, identify in the description those services being funded and provided on a
schoolwide basis, and include the required description supporting the use of the funds on a
schoolwide basis:
•

For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services
are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the
state and any local priorities.

•

For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40%
enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services are principally directed to and
how the services are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for English
learners, low income students and foster youth, in the state and any local priorities.
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State Priorities
Priority 1: Basic Services addresses the degree to which:
A. Teachers in the LEA are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching;
B. Pupils in the school district have sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials; and
C. School facilities are maintained in good repair.
Priority 2: Implementation of State Standards addresses:
A. The implementation of state board adopted academic content and performance standards for all
students, which are:
a. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts
b. Mathematics – CCSS for Mathematics
c. English Language Development (ELD)
d. Career Technical Education
e. Health Education Content Standards
f. History-Social Science
g. Model School Library Standards
h. Physical Education Model Content Standards
i. Next Generation Science Standards
j. Visual and Performing Arts
k. World Language; and
B. How the programs and services will enable English learners to access the CCSS and the ELD
standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge and English language proficiency.
Priority 3: Parental Involvement addresses:
A. The efforts the school district makes to seek parent input in making decisions for the school district and
each individual school site;
B. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for unduplicated pupils; and
C. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for individuals with exceptional
needs.
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Statewide assessments;
B. The Academic Performance Index;
C. The percentage of pupils who have successfully completed courses that satisfy University of California
(UC) or California State University (CSU) entrance requirements, or programs of study that align with
state board approved career technical educational standards and framework;
D. The percentage of English learner pupils who make progress toward English proficiency as measured
by the California English Language Development Test (CELDT);
E. The English learner reclassification rate;
F. The percentage of pupils who have passed an advanced placement examination with a score of 3 or
higher; and
G. The percentage of pupils who participate in, and demonstrate college preparedness pursuant to, the
Early Assessment Program, or any subsequent assessment of college preparedness.
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. School attendance rates;
B. Chronic absenteeism rates;
C. Middle school dropout rates;
D. High school dropout rates; and
E. High school graduation rates;
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Priority 6: School Climate as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Pupil suspension rates;
B. Pupil expulsion rates; and
C. Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers on the sense of safety and
school connectedness.
Priority 7: Course Access addresses the extent to which pupils have access to and are enrolled in:
A. S broad course of study including courses described under EC sections 51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as
applicable;
B. Programs and services developed and provided to unduplicated pupils; and
C. Programs and services developed and provided to individuals with exceptional needs.
Priority 8: Pupil Outcomes addresses pupil outcomes, if available, for courses described under EC sections
51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as applicable.
Priority 9: Coordination of Instruction of Expelled Pupils (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate instruction of expelled pupils.
Priority 10. Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate services for foster children, including:
A. Working with the county child welfare agency to minimize changes in school placement
B. Providing education-related information to the county child welfare agency to assist in the delivery of
services to foster children, including educational status and progress information that is required to be
included in court reports;
C. Responding to requests from the juvenile court for information and working with the juvenile court to
ensure the delivery and coordination of necessary educational services; and
D. Establishing a mechanism for the efficient expeditious transfer of health and education records and the
health and education passport.
Local Priorities address:
A. Local priority goals; and
B. Methods for measuring progress toward local goals.
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APPENDIX A: PRIORITIES 5 AND 6 RATE
CALCULATION INSTRUCTIONS
For the purposes of completing the LCAP in reference to the state priorities under EC sections 52060
and 52066, as applicable to type of LEA, the following shall apply:
(a) “Chronic absenteeism rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of K-8 students who were absent 10 percent or more of the school days
excluding students who were:
(A) enrolled less than 31 days
(B) enrolled at least 31 days but did not attend at least one day
(C) flagged as exempt in the district attendance submission. K-8 students are considered to
be exempt if they:
(i) are enrolled in a Non-Public School
(ii) receive instruction through a home or hospital instructional setting
(iii) are attending a community college full-time.
(2) The number of students who meet the enrollment requirements.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(b) “High school dropout rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who dropout by the end of year 4 in the cohort where
“cohort” is defined as the number of first-time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus
pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years
1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(c) “High school graduation rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) For a 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rate:
(A) The number of students in the cohort who earned a regular high school diploma by the
end of year 4 in the cohort.
(B) The total number of students in the cohort.
(C) Divide (1) by (2).
(2) For a Dashboard Alternative Schools Status (DASS) Graduation Rate:
(A) The number of students who either graduated as grade 11 students or who earned any
of the following:
(i) a regular high school diploma
(ii) a High School Equivalency Certificate
(iii) an adult education diploma
(iv) a Certificate of Completion and was eligible for the California Alternative
Assessment if under the age of 20.
(B) The number of students in the DASS graduation cohort.
(C) Divide (1) by (2).
(d) “Suspension rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
suspended during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(e) “Expulsion rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
expelled during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
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(3) Divide (1) by (2).
NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 42238.07 and 52064, Education Code. Reference: Sections 2574,
2575, 42238.01, 42238.02, 42238.03, 42238.07, 47605, 47605.6, 47606.5, 48926, 52052, 52060,
52061, 52062, 52063, 52064, 52066, 52067, 52068, 52069, 52070, 52070.5, and 64001,; 20 U.S.C.
Sections 6312 and 6314.
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APPENDIX B: GUIDING QUESTIONS
Guiding Questions: Annual Review and Analysis
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all pupils and did the provisions of
those services result in the desired outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all subgroups of pupils identified
pursuant to EC Section 52052, including, but not limited to, English learners, low-income
pupils, and foster youth; and did the provision of those actions/services result in the desired
outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the identified needs and goals of specific school
sites and were these actions/services effective in achieving the desired outcomes?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was examined to review
progress toward goals in the annual update?
What progress has been achieved toward the goal and expected measurable outcome(s)?
How effective were the actions and services in making progress toward the goal? What
changes to goals, actions, services, and expenditures are being made in the LCAP as a result
of the review of progress and assessment of the effectiveness of the actions and services?
What differences are there between budgeted expenditures and estimated actual annual
expenditures? What were the reasons for any differences?

Guiding Questions: Stakeholder Engagement
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

How have applicable stakeholders (e.g., parents and pupils, including parents of unduplicated
pupils and unduplicated pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01; community members; local
bargaining units; LEA personnel; county child welfare agencies; county office of education
foster youth services programs, court-appointed special advocates, and other foster youth
stakeholders; community organizations representing English learners; and others as
appropriate) been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, and supporting
implementation of the LCAP?
How have stakeholders been included in the LEA’s process in a timely manner to allow for
engagement in the development of the LCAP?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was made available to
stakeholders related to the state priorities and used by the LEA to inform the LCAP goal setting
process? How was the information made available?
What changes, if any, were made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written
comments or other feedback received by the LEA through any of the LEA’s engagement
processes?
What specific actions were taken to meet statutory requirements for stakeholder engagement
pursuant to EC sections 52062, 52068, or 47606.5, as applicable, including engagement with
representatives of parents and guardians of pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01?
What specific actions were taken to consult with pupils to meet the requirements 5 CCR
Section 15495(a)?
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7) How has stakeholder involvement been continued and supported? How has the involvement
of these stakeholders supported improved outcomes for pupils, including unduplicated pupils,
related to the state priorities?

Guiding Questions: Goals, Actions, and Services
What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Conditions of Learning”: Basic
Services (Priority 1), the Implementation of State Standards (Priority 2), and Course Access
(Priority 7)?
2) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Pupil Outcomes”: Pupil
Achievement (Priority 4), Pupil Outcomes (Priority 8), Coordination of Instruction of Expelled
Pupils (Priority 9 – COE Only), and Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (Priority 10 –
COE Only)?
3) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to parent and pupil
“Engagement”: Parental Involvement (Priority 3), Pupil Engagement (Priority 5), and School
Climate (Priority 6)?
4) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address any locally-identified priorities?
5) How have the unique needs of individual school sites been evaluated to inform the
development of meaningful district and/or individual school site goals (e.g., input from site level
advisory groups, staff, parents, community, pupils; review of school level plans; in-depth
school level data analysis, etc.)?
6) What are the unique goals for unduplicated pupils as defined in EC Section 42238.01 and
groups as defined in EC Section 52052 that are different from the LEA’s goals for all pupils?
7) What are the specific expected measurable outcomes associated with each of the goals
annually and over the term of the LCAP?
8) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was considered/reviewed to
develop goals to address each state or local priority?
9) What information was considered/reviewed for individual school sites?
10) What information was considered/reviewed for subgroups identified in EC Section 52052?
11) What actions/services will be provided to all pupils, to subgroups of pupils identified pursuant
to EC Section 52052, to specific school sites, to English learners, to low-income pupils, and/or
to foster youth to achieve goals identified in the LCAP?
12) How do these actions/services link to identified goals and expected measurable outcomes?
13) What expenditures support changes to actions/services as a result of the goal identified?
Where can these expenditures be found in the LEA’s budget?
1)

Prepared by the California Department of Education, January 2019
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2,193,089.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
58,431.00
0.00
1,598,260.00
169,595.00
27,062.00
0.00
308,583.00
0.00
31,158.00
0.00

2,702,284.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
64,620.00
0.00
2,057,628.00
167,133.00
28,148.00
0.00
336,390.00
48,365.00
0.00
0.00
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* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.

Base
Concentration
Educator Effectiveness Funds, Title I, and LCFF
Educator Effectiveness Funds, Title II, and LCFF
LCFF
Locally Defined
Lottery
Lottery and Title I
Supplemental and Concentration
Supplemental and Concentration + Special
Education
Title I
Title I and LCFF
Title I, Supplemental and Concentration
Title I, Title II, and Supplemental and Concentration
Title I, Title II, Supplemental and Concentration, and
Educator Effectiveness Funds
Title IV

All Funding Sources

Funding Source

2018-19
2018-19
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual

0.00

107,450.00
38,100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,017,920.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32,000.00
55,000.00
1,768,475.00
0.00
10,895.00
6,000.00
0.00
0.00

2017-18

Total Expenditures by Funding Source

LCAP Expenditure Summary

0.00

28,148.00
0.00
336,390.00
48,365.00
0.00

2,702,284.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
64,620.00
0.00
2,057,628.00
167,133.00

2018-19

16,069.00

28,646.00
0.00
321,479.00
58,229.00
0.00

2,773,089.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
66,980.00
0.00
2,101,910.00
179,776.00

2019-20

16,069.00

164,244.00
38,100.00
657,869.00
106,594.00
0.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
7,493,293.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32,000.00
55,000.00
1,768,475.00
0.00
142,495.00
6,000.00
4,159,538.00
346,909.00

2,193,089.00
0.00
231,714.00
953,723.00
480,064.00
177,128.00
299,551.00
50,909.00

2,702,284.00
59,721.00
350,000.00
1,234,310.00
434,212.00
217,763.00
349,158.00
57,120.00
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* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.

0001-0999: Unrestricted: Locally Defined
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures

All Expenditure Types

Object Type

2018-19
2018-19
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual

3,395.00

2,017,920.00
0.00
300,000.00
1,136,459.00
120,467.00
96,799.00
360,800.00

2017-18

Total Expenditures by Object Type

57,120.00

2,702,284.00
59,721.00
350,000.00
1,234,310.00
434,212.00
217,763.00
349,158.00

2018-19

59,480.00

2,773,089.00
62,828.00
394,900.00
1,284,449.00
471,111.00
154,621.00
345,700.00

2019-20

119,995.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
7,493,293.00
122,549.00
1,044,900.00
3,655,218.00
1,025,790.00
469,183.00
1,055,658.00

1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries

0001-0999: Unrestricted:
Locally Defined
0001-0999: Unrestricted:
Locally Defined
0001-0999: Unrestricted:
Locally Defined
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries

All Expenditure Types

Object Type

0.00

0.00
0.00

Concentration
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0.00

305,301.00

330,390.00

0.00

Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
Title IV

0.00

169,595.00

167,133.00

0.00

478,827.00

0.00

736,787.00

Title I and LCFF

0.00

Lottery and Title I

0.00

0.00

Locally Defined

Supplemental and
Concentration
Supplemental and
Concentration + Special
Education
Title I

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

231,714.00

350,000.00

Educator Effectiveness
Funds, Title I, and LCFF
LCFF

Supplemental and
Concentration
Concentration

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

107,450.00

0.00

0.00

6,000.00

0.00

991,009.00

32,000.00

0.00

0.00

300,000.00

0.00

0.00

LCFF

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

330,390.00

0.00

0.00

167,133.00

736,787.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

350,000.00

2,702,284.00
0.00
59,721.00

2018-19

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2018-19
2018-19
Annual
Annual
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
All Funding Sources
2,702,284.00 2,193,089.00 2,017,920.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Supplemental and
59,721.00
0.00
0.00
Concentration
Base
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

16,069.00

310,079.00

0.00

0.00

179,776.00

778,525.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

394,900.00

0.00

0.00

2,773,089.00
0.00
62,828.00

2019-20

0.00

16,069.00

640,469.00

0.00

107,450.00

346,909.00

1,515,312.00

6,000.00

0.00

991,009.00

32,000.00

0.00

744,900.00

300,000.00

0.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
7,493,293.00
0.00
122,549.00

Supplemental and
Concentration
Title I and LCFF

Title I, Supplemental and
Concentration
Educator Effectiveness
Funds, Title II, and LCFF
LCFF

31,158.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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0.00

48,365.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

268,393.00

0.00

0.00

300,793.00

3,282.00

0.00

0.00
6,000.00

166,324.00

7,522.00

0.00

204,263.00

7,500.00

Lottery
Supplemental and
Concentration
Title I and LCFF

0.00

LCFF

0.00

27,062.00

28,148.00
0.00

453,002.00

406,064.00

Concentration

Supplemental and
Concentration
Title I

Title I, Title II, and
Supplemental and
Concentration
5000-5999: Services And
Title I, Title II, Supplemental
Other Operating Expenditures and Concentration, and
Educator Effectiveness Funds
5800: Professional/Consulting LCFF
Services And Operating
Expenditures

2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures

Object Type

0.00

0.00

0.00

35,800.00

0.00

270,000.00

55,000.00

0.00

2,300.00

0.00

7,500.00

86,999.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2018-19
2018-19
Annual
Annual
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
LCFF
0.00
0.00
120,467.00

0.00

0.00

48,365.00

0.00

300,793.00

0.00

0.00

6,000.00

0.00

204,263.00

7,500.00

0.00

0.00

28,148.00

406,064.00

0.00

2018-19

0.00

0.00

58,229.00

0.00

287,471.00

0.00

0.00

11,400.00

0.00

135,721.00

7,500.00

0.00

0.00

28,646.00

442,465.00

0.00

2019-20

0.00

0.00

106,594.00

35,800.00

588,264.00

270,000.00

55,000.00

17,400.00

2,300.00

339,984.00

22,500.00

86,999.00

0.00

56,794.00

848,529.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
120,467.00
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* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2018-19
2018-19
Annual
Annual
Object Type
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
5800: Professional/Consulting Lottery
57,120.00
50,909.00
3,395.00
Services And Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting Supplemental and
0.00
0.00
0.00
Services And Operating
Concentration
Expenditures
2019-20
59,480.00

0.00

2018-19
57,120.00

0.00

0.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
119,995.00

1,207,596.00

937,840.00

556,848.00

Goal

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

555,041.00

880,428.00

757,620.00

2018-19
Annual Update
Actual
2017-18
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138,787.00

762,746.00

1,116,387.00

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.

2018-19
Annual Update
Budgeted

Total Expenditures by Goal

556,848.00

937,840.00

1,207,596.00

2018-19

542,231.00

1,004,741.00

1,226,117.00

2019-20

1,237,866.00

2,705,327.00

3,550,100.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total

